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ABSTRACT 
Nanotechnology is the capability to build by controlling the arrangement of individual atoms and 
molecules. Such a technology would be founded on the ability to control, manipulate and investigate 
matter at the atomic scale. The invention of atomic force microscope (AFM) and the advances in micro-
cantilever based scanning probe technology have significantly enhanced the experimental capability to 
probe and modify matter at the nanoscale. However, it is still severely limited in achieving the necessary 
bandwidth, sensitivity and resolution. To further the advances in this field an in-depth understanding of 
the nature and effects of the tip-sample interactions is imperative. A complementary approach involving 
theoretical investigations and experimental advances is best suited to overcome the current limitations 
of this technology. 
This thesis investigates the atomistic phenomena associated with material modification at the tip-
sample contact theoretically because such information is inaccessible to experimental observation. 
Molecular dynamics studies of nanoindentation of crystalline silicon and gold, representative of semi­
conductor and metallic substrates, shed light on the mechanics of plastic deformation and defect forma­
tion. Silicon undergoes a densification transformation to amorphous phase in the deformed region via 
the formation of interstitials. In gold a pyramidal defect structure is formed via a three step mechanism 
consisting of nucleation, glide and reaction of dislocations. This mechanism dictates the dependence 
of defect structure on the crystallography of the indented surface as observed in experimental studies 
performed by other researchers. 
The experimental studies develop a new small amplitude non-contact AFM technique. In this 
frequency modulation method, changes in the cantilever's resonance induced by the tip-sample inter­
actions are detected from its thermal noise response. By eliminating the need for positive feedback 
it enables maintaining an extremely small tip-sample separation for extended periods of time at room 
temperatures. Consequently, this technique is particularly suited for studying highly localized slowly 
evolving atomic or molecular scale phenomena at ambient temperatures. The experiments performed 
in ambient room conditions have achieved tip-sample separations less than 2 nm for time periods in 
excess of 30 min. At such small separations a narrowband signal at 250 Hz is imaged with a force 
sensitivity of 14 fN in a bandwidth of 0.4 Hz. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Nanotechnology 
Four decades have passed since Richard Feynman, Nobel Laureate in Physics, delivered his prophetic 
talk There is plenty of room at the bottom [1], In it he addressed the "problem of manipulating and con­
trolling things on a small scale" and concluded with a note on "the possibility of maneuvering things 
atom by atom" without violating the principles of physics. This capability to control the arrangement 
of atoms is the essence of Nanotechnology and is one of the ultimate challenges of science and tech­
nology. Such a technology would be founded on, of other things, three basic capabilities - the ability 
to control, manipulate and investigate matter at the atomic scale. This would require a device that can 
achieve positional and temporal control on the order of, or better than, the length and time scales of 
atomistic phenomena. Such a device must also be capable of imparting forces that are small and local­
ized enough to affect a single atom. Finally, the device must be able to detect the changes in the locale 
of an atom. In effect, the device must have extremely high bandwidth, resolution and sensitivity. 
Since the classic talk there has been significant progress towards the realization of Feynman's 
dream. The single most significant advance is the invention of the scanning probe microscopes (SPM), 
of which the micro-cantilever based atomic force microscope (AFM) [2] has been the most popular. 
These devices have a demonstrated capability to not only image at the atomic scale, but also manipulate 
materials and probe material properties at the nanoscale. This makes them an ideal tool for Nanotech­
nology. 
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1.2 Motivation 
A significant impact of this new found capability is in the area of microfabrication, which is con­
tinually being refined to achieve smaller feature sizes and move from submicron lengths to nanoscales. 
These micro-cantilever based devices have the potential to have a tremendous impact in biosystems 
[3]. They have been shown to assist in a better understanding of the interface between the surface 
and biomolecules, and cells and membranes. A molecular level understanding of surface adhesion [4], 
surface interactions [5] and biomolecular recognition [6] have been demonstrated with these devices. 
Such an understanding is the basis for the development of novel diagnostic and therapeutic devices 
by exploiting the inherent capabilities of biological cells — cellular and tissue engineering. The high 
sensitivity and resolution of AFM have enabled mechanical detection of magnetic resonance [7, 8] and 
rapid advances in force detection sensitivity have the potential to achieve the detection of single elec­
tron spin [9]. Single electron spin readout is the key requirement in the solid state implementation of a 
quantum computer, which due to its inherently exponential parallelism will far exceed the capabilities 
of existing and future conventional computers. These are but a few examples where micro-cantilever 
based devices have made a significant impact and the reader is referred elsewhere [10] for more infor­
mation. 
Despite the promise this technology holds, it is severely limited in its current state of the art. Cen­
tral to the operation of these devices is the nature of the tip-sample interactions and their effect on 
the cantilever and the sample. An in-depth understanding of these issues will shed light on ways to 
overcome the current limitations. 
In particular, knowledge of the manner in which the tip effects the sample during modification will 
shed light on the capabilities and limitations of the tip based nanofabrication. Towards this effort, the 
current study focusses on gaining insights into material behavior at atomic scales when the sample is 
being indented by the AFM tip. Such studies are inaccessible to experimental observation and molec­
ular dynamics (MD) simulations, by virtue of their high temporal and spatial resolution, offer an ideal 
approach to study atomic-scale processes and understand their mechanisms. 
The micro-cantilever acts as the sensor to detect the tip-sample interactions. Investigating the man­
ner in which the tip-sample interactions effect the dynamics of the cantilever is crucial to extend the 
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current capabilities of AFM technology. The thermal noise response of the cantilever to the tip-sample 
forces is studied and the insight gained is used to develop a new small amplitude frequency modulation 
(FM) non-contact AFM technique. In contrast to the exiting FM techniques, this method eliminates the 
use of a driven cantilever and positive feedback. This allows for extremely small tip-sample separations 
resulting in enhanced force detection sensitivity at room temperatures. 
1.3 Organization 
This thesis is organized into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to this study and the 
motivation behind it. Chapter 2 deals with the essentials of the scanning probe microscopy, particu­
larly the AFM and provides a brief background on molecular dynamics technique. Chapters 3 and 4 
present the molecular dynamics studies of the nanoindentation of crystalline silicon (Si(OOl)) and gold 
(Au(OOl)) substrates, respectively. Chapter 5 develops the new thermal noise based non-contact AFM 
imaging technique. Conclusions and directions for future work are presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy 
The invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in 1981 by Binning and Rohrer [11] 
lead to the imaging of individual atoms for the very first time. This invention won them Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 1986 and lead to the development of a series of novel scanning probe microscopes (SPM) 
that make use of various interatomic interactions as their basis. Atomic force microscope (AFM) [2] is 
the second of the class of SPMs demonstrating atomic resolution [12] that has revolutionized the area of 
near field microscopy and opened a vast frontier of applications. Microscopy refers to the visualization 
of a small object and is typically carried out by using a suitable probe, measuring an appropriate signal 
followed by image construction from the measured signal. In traditional microscopes using a wave 
probe, the construction of the image is limited by diffraction and the best resolution possible is one 
half the probe wavelength. Scanning probe microscopes have no such limit because the measurement 
involves highly local interactions between the probe and the sample, which are separated by a few Â to 
nanometers. Imaging is done by moving the probe across the surface and measuring the variations in 
the signal. The resolution is determined by the size of the probe, the locality of the interaction and the 
probe-sample separation. In an STM a biased sharp tip, acting as the probe, is brought close to the 
sample resulting in a tunneling current between the tip and the sample. This current has an exponential 
dependence on the tip-sample separation resulting in atomic resolution of the STM. However, STM has 
a serious limitation because it requires a conducting sample to facilitate the tunneling current. 
AFM utilizes the interatomic interaction forces that are universal, and therefore has no such limita­
tion. The versatility of AFM to operate under varied conditions, eg., air [12], solution [13] and vacuum 
[14] with high resolution is one of its main advantages. 
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2.2 Atomic Force Microscope 
A brief description of the operation of the AFM, instrumentation and operating modes is given 
below. For detailed description and analysis the reader is referred elsewhere [15, 16, 17]. 
2.2.1 Basic Operating Principles 
Schematic of a typical AFM is illustrated in Figure 2.1. AFM uses the interatomic forces that exist 
between atoms and molecules. During operation the tip mounted on a cantilever is brought very close 
to the sample, so that the tip atoms interact with the atoms of the sample. These interaction forces effect 
the cantilever and the changes in either the static deflection or its dynamic properties are measured to 
extract the image. 
There are two regimes of force that the tip experiences while scanning close to the sample surface. 
The distance dependent tip-sample forces, depicted in Figure 2.2, consist of short-range and long-range 
forces specific to the tip-sample system. Short-range forces comprise the chemical forces with a range 
less than a nanometer. These forces are mildly attractive but immensely repulsive at small separations. 
The long-range forces include the van der Waals, magnetic and electrostatic forces with an interaction 
range up to 100 nm. The van der Waals forces are ubiquitous and are always attractive making the 
Photodiode 
Laser 
Dither Piezo 
Cantilever 
Sample 
x y z  Piezo 
Tube 
Scanner 
Feedback 
Control of z 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the instrumentation of a basic AFM. 
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Figure 2.2 (a) Repulsive and attractive force regimes present in the tip-sample 
attraction. Different modes explore different force regimes. Static -
repulsive; tapping - attractive and repulsive; non-contact - attractive, 
(b) In static mode the cantilever is effected by three forces: 1. repulsive 
short-range forces at tip-sample contact, 2. attractive forces acting on 
the part of the tip not in contact, and 3. external force applied during 
imaging. A combination of these forces results in a finite tip-sample 
contact area of about 1-10 nm in size. 
typical long-range forces attractive. In ambient conditions capillary and adhesion forces come into 
play due to the adsorption of water and other molecules on the sample surface. 
The short-range forces are a consequence of the overlap of electron clouds and ionic repulsion. 
The variation of these forces on the atomic scale leads to atomic resolution in AFM. For very small 
separations, the short-range forces will be dominant and almost all the information is contributed by 
the sample atoms closest to the tip resulting in atomic resolution. At large separations, the long-range 
forces dominate and the resolution deteriorates due to the many-atom interaction between the tip and 
the sample. 
2.2.2 Instrumentation 
A typical AFM consists of a force sensor, sample positioning system, detection system and a control 
system. The tip interacting with the sample is mounted on the end of a micro-cantilever which acts as 
t h e  f o r c e  s e n s o r .  T h e  c h o i c e  o f  a  c a n t i l e v e r  f o r  a  p a r t i c u l a r  a p p l i c a t i o n  i s  d i c t a t e d  b y  t h e  s t i f f n e s s  k ,  
resonant frequency LOR, the quality factor Q, thermal drift of the resonance OLOR/ÔT and material of 
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construction. A small dither-piezo is used to oscillate the cantilever for dynamic mode operation. À 
piezoelectric scanner or a nanopositioning stage is used to move the sample relative to the tip in a lateral 
direction. The deflection of the cantilever in the z direction, in most cases, is detected by an optical lever 
method [18]. In this scheme, shown in Figure 2.1, the light from a laser diode is reflected off the back 
of the cantilever to a position-sensitive photodiode that can sense the change in the reflectance angle 
caused by cantilever deflection. Other detection techniques employed are optical laser interferometry 
[19, 20] and piezoresistive cantilevers [21]. The measured deflection signal is fed to the feedback 
controller that effects the tip-sample interactions by moving the sample in the z direction. 
2.2.3 Modes of Operation 
The operational modes of the AFM are classified into static and dynamic modes depending on the 
nature of the measured signal. These modes are further classified based on the force regimes in which 
the AFM operates. 
2.2.3.1 Static mode 
(a) (b) 
g 
CO 
<D O 
c 0 
1 
s 
c 
1 
Repulsion Attraction 
B \  
V 
c 
o 
y 
<D 
Q 
o 
s. Attraction 
A >>-" D 
Repulsion ^ nl'X 
C 
Tip-sample separation (I) 
Figure 2.3 
Distance 
(a) Force versus distance trajectory of a cantilever undergoing jump-
to-contact. During approach when 3Fs/dl > k, a mechanical insta­
bility results in a discontinuous jump-to-contact from A to B. On re­
traction a sufficiently large force is required to overcome adhesion and 
jump out-of-contact from C to D. (b) The deflection versus distance 
curve corresponding to the force curve in (a). The dotted line depicts 
the unstable region. 
In the static mode of operation, the tip-sample forces are sensed by measuring the static deflection 
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of the cantilever. Thus a good force detection sensitivity and non-destructive imaging necessitates the 
use of soft (k = 0.01 - 1 N/m) cantilevers. 
Contact mode is a static mode in which the tip is in contact with the sample, therefore interacting 
with the sample in the repulsive regime of the interactions (see Figure 2.2). In this mode the tip-
sample separation is controlled by maintaining a constant deflection of the cantilever thereby recording 
a constant force (Fext) surface. Measurement of deflection suffers from the 1// noise (see Figure 2.4) 
and the drift in the system induced by the changes in the surrounding environment. The drift effects are 
due to unpredictable changes in the deflection detector [18, 22], thermal bending [23, 24] and creep in 
the piezo based sample positioner. These noise and disturbance effects can be minimized in a controlled 
environment at low temperatures. However, force measurement in static mode at low frequencies is a 
considerable challenge at ambient temperatures. 
E 10 
10"' 
10"3 
Frequency (kHz) 
Figure 2.4 Power spectral density of a typical cantilever. At low frequencies the 
noise has a 1// dependence and is commonly referred to as 1// noise. 
This noise along with drift pose a considerable challenge in measuring 
static deflection at low frequencies in ambient conditions. The peak in 
the spectrum corresponds to cantilever's resonance at LOR. In dynamic 
AFM a cantilever with a high resonant frequency is chosen such that 
the 1// noise is negligible. 
As depicted in Figure 2.2(b) the cantilever experiences the long-range, short-range and externally 
applied forces. An interplay of these forces results in a repulsive tip-sample contact with a finite size 
on the order of 1 — 10 nm. Consequently, the tip exerts both vertical and lateral forces on the sample 
causing deformation and drag that is particularly detrimental for soft samples. Furthermore, contribu­
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tion of long-range forces reduce the sensitivity to the highly localized short-range forces. This reduced 
sensitivity to short-range forces and the finite contact area severely limit the true atomic resolution 
capability of contact mode. 
A typical contact mode operation employing soft cantilevers is associated with the jump-to-contact 
instability illustrated in Figure 2.3. As the tip gets closer to the sample, a mechanical instability occurs 
when the gradient of the attractive force exceeds the cantilever spring constant (dFs/dl > k [25, 26]). 
At this point the tip jumps to contact from A to B as shown in Figure 2.3. The tip-sample force and the 
resulting force curve are depicted in Figures 2.3(a) and (b) respectively. During retraction, the adhesion 
force between the tip and sample gives rise to hysteresis seen in the force curve. A sufficiently large 
force is required to overcome the adhesive forces and jump out-of-contact from C to D. 
2.2.3.2 Dynamic mode 
(a) (b) 
2 A 
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A LOR 
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z 
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Figure 2.5 (a) In dynamic mode AFM the cantilever is oscillated at or close to its 
resonant frequency (w# % UIR) (b) As the tip interacts with the sample 
the cantilevers resonant frequency changes. For attractive forces the 
resonant frequency decreases and it increases for repulsive tip-sample 
interactions. 
In the dynamic operation mode operation, the cantilever is externally excited at or close to its res­
onant frequency (see Figure 2.5(a)) and the changes in the oscillation properties due to the tip-sample 
forces are detected. The tip-sample forces change the resonant frequency of the cantilever thereby ef­
fecting the oscillation properties as seen in Figure 2.5(b). In the absence of significant damping the 
changes in the resonance are primarily due to the tip-sample force gradient. Thus, unlike static mode, 
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dynamic mode detects the force gradient rather than the force. Dynamic AFM overcomes the detri­
mental effects of the 1 // noise and instrument drift by measuring a dynamic signal with a frequency 
(~ UR) significantly removed from low frequencies (see Figure 2.4). 
In dynamic mode either the changes in amplitude and phase (<amplitude-modulation: AM-AFM) 
or frequency {frequency-modulation: FM-AFM) can be monitored. In AM-AFM [27], the cantilever 
is driven by a fixed amplitude drive signal at a fixed frequency UP close to UJR and the changes in 
amplitude and phase are fed back for controlling the tip-sample separation. In this mode however, the 
time constants associated with the dynamics of the cantilever amplitude are large (TAM ~ Q/UR) in 
vacuum, resulting in low bandwidths. This drawback is alleviated in FM-AFM [28], where the can­
tilever is oscillated at its resonant frequency at all times. A positive feedback of the of the cantilever 
motion as the driving signal serves to keep the cantilever at resonance. The changes in the resonance 
constitute the feedback signal used for imaging. These changes occur in one cycle (TFM ~ 1/wr) giv­
ing rise to high bandwidths. Operation in ultra-high vacuum is needed for high Q which improves the 
signal-to-noise ratios in frequency measurement. In dynamic mode jump-to-contact and instability due 
to near surface damping is avoided by the use of large oscillation amplitudes and/or stiffer cantilevers 
[29]. 
Tapping mode [30] refers to the AM mode operation where the cantilever explores both the attrac­
tive and repulsive force regimes where the tip contacts the sample at one extreme of the oscillation. 
Atomic resolution on silicon in vacuum has been demonstrated [31] in this mode. A significant advan­
tage of this method is that the vertical forces on the sample are small and lateral forces are virtually 
eliminated. This makes tapping mode very attractive for imaging soft samples, particularly biological 
samples [32, 33] with good resolution. Eventhough both AM and FM can be used in non-contact mode, 
FM has gained favor due to its superior bandwidth. In non-contact (NC) mode the tip explores only 
the attractive regime of the tip-sample interactions thereby making this mode virtually non-destructive. 
This technique yielded the first true atomic resolution images [34]. However, akin to static AFM in 
classic NC-AFM, where the amplitude of the cantilever is large (A « 10 nm), the long-range force 
contributions serve to reduce the short-range force sensitivity thereby limiting the resolution. More­
over, large amplitudes result in a complex nonlinear functional dependence of the frequency shifts on 
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the tip-sample forces [35, 36], Consequently, the interpretation of the data is involved and requires a 
deconvolution procedure [37]. 
The above issues are resolved by using smaller amplitudes. Amplitudes on the order of the short-
range chemical force interaction lengths (% 1 Â) are recommended for optimal resolution [38]. Small 
amplitude methods require stiffer cantilevers to avoid the jump-to-contact instability and low tempera­
ture operation is necessary in current FM methods to suppress the thermal fluctuations of the cantilever. 
A suitable choice of cantilever spring constant k and oscillation amplitude in vacuum have resulted in 
atomic resolution [34, 39] rivaling that of an STM. A sub-resonance small amplitude AM technique 
has been recently developed [40, 41] that can be used in liquids [42]. In chapter 5 a new small ampli­
tude FM technique based on thermal noise is developed that is particularly suitable for studying highly 
localized slowly evolving atomic or molecular phenomena at ambient temperatures. 
In addition to the steady state modes of operation mentioned above, a new transient force mi­
croscopy (TFM) [43] has been proposed recently. In this AM technique the transients of the changes 
in amplitude are detected in a few oscillation cycles resulting in bandwidths independent of Q as in 
FM-AFM. 
2.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
Much of the experimental research on material modification with proximal probes has been analytic 
in nature. The observation of particular phenomenon has been explained as the result of certain actions 
with the probe. With the advances in scanning probe technology it has been possible to experimentally 
probe material properties and phenomena at the nanoscale [44, 45, 46]. However the basic underlying 
atomistic mechanisms are still inaccessible to experimental observation. Molecular simulation, by 
virtue of its extremely high temporal and spatial resolution, offers an ideal approach to gain insights 
into atomic-scale processes and understand their mechanisms. 
2.3.1 Molecular Modeling and Dynamics 
Molecular modeling, as the name suggests deals with ways to mimic the behavior of molecules and 
molecular systems. Molecular dynamics (MD) mimics the evolution of the molecular system with time, 
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thus giving access to the dynamics of atomic processes. A realistic model of the system is crucial for the 
accuracy of any computer simulation. However, to keep the computational requirements manageable, 
approximations are made in modeling the system of interest. The concept of potential energy surface 
(PES) is one such approximation that is fundamental for modeling molecular structure and dynamics. 
A brief overview of the essence of the methodology is presented. A detailed discussion of the molecular 
simulation techniques can be found elsewhere [47, 48, 49]. 
2.3.1.1 Potential energy surface - The Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
The flow of energy in a system dictates the manner in which it will evolve. For a molecular system 
the potential energy is described by the PES in terms of the positions of atomic nuclei and electrons. An 
exact description of these positions is given by Schrôdinger's wave functions as probability distribution 
functions. Since, for most part, such detail is intractable and unnecessary, MD technique exploits the 
Born-Oppenheimer approximation. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes a timescale sepa­
ration of the motion of nuclei and electrons. The electronic motion is assumed to adjust to the ground 
state without delay, and therefore the ground state potential energy can be described as a function of the 
nuclear positions. This approximation is not valid when the nuclear kinetic energies are high, but under 
normal conditions it gives a sufficiently accurate account of molecular behavior. In order to calculate 
the PES, there are accurate but computationally expensive ab-initio methods and empirical but more 
workable molecular mechanics methods. 
2.3.1.2 Molecular mechanics and classical molecular dynamics 
Molecular mechanics makes use of the concept of chemical bond and approximates the PES in 
terms of bonded and non-bonded interactions. The total potential energy is treated as a sum of the 
potentials contributed by the constituting interactions, also known as force field. Therefore the PES is 
described as 
V (rJV) = 53 (Vl +v2 + V3 + V4jI \-Vn). (2.1) 
where V ( r N )  is the total potential energy which is a function of the positions r  of N  atoms or 
molecules. v\ is the contribution due to external forces. «2, vs, V4 and vn are the contributions 
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due to 2-body, 3-body, 4-body and n-body bonded and non-bonded interactions. More sophisticated 
force fields have more terms depending on the intended application and accuracy. The parameters 
and functional forms are empirically derived from experimentally measured geometries, energies and 
vibrational spectra. 
Classical molecular dynamics assumes the applicability of classical mechanics to the constituent 
particle  experiencing the forces  descr ibed by the force f ie ld .  The instantaneous force Fi  on a  part ic le  i  
is evaluated as, 
# = -V„y(r"). (2.2) 
and the successive configurations are obtained by integrating the differential equation embodied in 
Newton's second law of motion given below, 
= 
<23) 
where rrii is the mass of particle i and r, its position. The integration timestep should be chosen such 
that it is smaller than the timescale of atomic motion. 
2.3.2 Nanoindentation Simulations 
The computational model comprises tip and sample as two separate but interacting molecular sys­
tems where the Hamiltonian H of the system is given by, 
H(rs,rT )  = V(rs ,rT )  + E k i n  (2.4a) 
V(RS, VT) = VS(RS) + VT{TT) + VRSITS, TT) (2.4b) 
Ekin = ^2(Pi •Pi)/(2mi). (2.4c) 
where rs  and r? are the positions of the sample and tip atoms respectively. Vs,  VT and Vf s  are the 
force fields describing the interactions between the sample atoms, tip atoms and tip-sample interactions. 
Ekin is the total kinetic energy calculated from the momenta pi of the atoms. The equation of motion 
in terms of the Hamiltonian is given by 
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Silicon and gold have been chosen as representatives of semiconductor and metallic systems to 
study the atomistic dynamics during nanoindentation. Stillinger-Weber potential [50] is used to simu­
late the behavior of silicon substrate. This potential has two and three-atom contributions given by 
%2(rij) = 
eA B /r N exp & ~ «) . , n, < op 
0, r» > Of) 
t Tik > @jik) 4" Tjki  @kji)  4" h(?kijTkji@ikj^)\ i  
with 
(2.6a) 
(2.6b) 
i r ikt  @jik) — <  
Aezp 
-l (cosOjik + 1/3)2, < ap 
(2.6c) 7  ( i f - a )  + 7 ( ^ - a )  
0, > ap 
where j ,  k  are the any two nearest neighbors of atom i ,  = |r,: - r,| and e is an energy parameter. % 
and vs vanish at the cut-off radius p without any discontinuities and the tetrahedral geometry is favored 
by the (cos Ojik + 1/3)2 term. Stillinger and Weber found the following parametric set in optimal 
agreement with the experimental data: 
A = 7.049556277, p = 4, 7 = 1.2, 
B = 0.6022245584, q = 0, A = 21.0, 
e = 3.4723 aJ, a = 1.8, p = 2.0951 Â. 
(2.7) 
The quantum Sutton-Chen potential [51] is employed to model the gold substrates. This potential 
retains the simplicity of the original Sutton-Chen potential [52] given by 
( r i j )  +  c ^ / o ~ i  (2.8) 
where %(nj) = (^) 's the pair potential that accounts for the repulsion between atoms 1 and j .  
(\m is a local density term accounting for the cohesion associated with atom i .  pis the 
lattice parameter c is a dimensionless parameter. Quantum corrections to better predict mechanical 
properties involving defects, surfaces and interfaces yielded the following parametric set: 
1-3 E = 7.8052 x lO-a eV, c = 53.581, 
n = 11, m = 8, p = 4.0651 Â. (2.9) 
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CHAPTER 3 MOLECULAR DYNAMICS STUDIES OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
DURING SILICON NANOINDENTATION 
A paper published in Nanotechnology t 
Anil Gannepalli^ and Surya K. Mallapragada** 
3.1 Abstract 
Molecular dynamics studies are performed to investigate the evolution of the deformed region dur­
ing nanoindentation of silicon. A new approach based on a local strain diagnostic to identify and 
characterize the plastic rearrangements occurring during indentation is presented. During indentation, 
the response of the substrate changes from elastic to plastic to relieve the accumulated stress. The 
plastic rearrangements involve the displacement of atoms from the lattice sites to interstitial sites. The 
formation of interstitials results in the transformation of the deformed region to a denser amorphous 
phase. During retraction of the tip, the deformed region undergoes an incomplete elastic recovery 
signifying the plastic nature of rearrangements. 
3.2 Introduction 
Scanning tunneling microscope (STM), atomic force microscope (AFM) and related microscopes 
have been demonstrated as tools for fabricating nanoscale structures - a top-down approach to nanotech­
nology. However, this technology has severe limitations in terms of throughput and reproducibility dur-
* Reprinted with permission from Anil Gannepalli and Surya K. Mallapragada, Nanotechnology, 12, 250, (2001). 
© (2001) by the Institute of Physics Publishing Ltd. http://www.iop.org/journals/nano 
* Department of Chemical Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
® Primary researcher and author 
* Author for correspondence, suryakm@iastate.edu 
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ing fabrication. In order to overcome the present limitations in nanofabrication and the future problems 
with working nanomachines, it is imperative to understand the underlying atomistic phenomena asso­
ciated with material modification at the nanoscale. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, by virtue 
of their high temporal and spatial resolution, offer an ideal approach to gain insights into atomic-scale 
processes and understand their mechanisms. A remarkable enhancement in computational capability 
and high performance computation techniques has enabled researchers to employ both classical molec­
ular dynamics [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] and ab initio quantum mechanical methods [59, 60] to investigate 
the nanoindentation process and gain significant insights into atomistic behavior. 
In this study, we investigate the deformation of a silicon substrate during indentation by a rigid tip 
and present a new approach, based on a local strain diagnostic, to identify and characterize the plastic 
deformation occurring during indentation. 
3.3 Methodology 
In the simulation, only the microscopic contact region between the tip and the surface is considered 
and the effects due to and on farther regions of the substrate are neglected. The atomic configuration of 
the system studied is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The substrate is modeled as a finite slab (58 Â x 58 Â x 
20 À) with 3872 silicon atoms placed in a diamond lattice with a reconstructed (100) surface exposed. 
All the boundary atoms of the substrate are fully constrained with the exception of those on the surface 
exposed to the tip. The substrate is sufficiently large to eliminate the affects of the finite substrate size 
on the results and observations made in this study. The tip is modeled as an assemblage of atoms in 
a diamond cubic lattice with a lattice spacing of 5.43Â. The tip atoms are arranged as a pyramid with 
exposed (111) facets and a 10 A x 10 A (100) indenting face. The size of the simulated tip is about 
100 times smaller than the finest tips used in experiments. 
We have employed the widely used Stillinger-Weber (SW) potential [50] to simulate the behavior 
of the dynamic silicon substrate. This potential has two and three-atom contributions, which vanish at 
the cut-off radius without any discontinuities and distinctly favor the tetrahedral geometry. The focus 
of this study is to investigate the atomistic processes occurring in the substrate during indentation by 
an infinitely hard tip. Thus the tip is modeled as a rigid body and the interactions between the tip and 
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Figure 3.1 Initial configuration of the tip and the substrate. Red - tip atoms, dark 
red - constrained boundary atoms, gold - dynamic substrate atoms. 
substrate atoms are modeled by Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential for simplicity. The parameter values for 
the potential (e = 4.184 J, p = 2.095 Â) are chosen such that the physical interactions are adequately 
modeled without any chemical effects. 
We have used a modified version of a parallel molecular dynamics package DL-POLY [61] to per­
form the calculations. The motion of the atoms is evaluated by integrating the Newtonian equations 
of motion using Verlet-Leapfrog method with a timestep of 0.1 fs. The tip is modeled as rigid by not 
integrating the equations of motion of the tip atoms. The substrate is first equilibrated to its mini­
mum energy configuration at 300 K. The indentation is simulated by advancing the tip atoms at every 
timestep giving the tip a velocity of 25 ras^1. The temperature is regulated by periodically scaling the 
velocities of the atoms of the two deepest non-constrained layers of the substrate, away from the con­
tact region to minimize the interference of the temperature control mechanism with the normal energy 
flow processes that occur in the contact region. 
It should be noted that the tip approach velocity of 25 ms is several orders of magnitude greater 
than the dislocation velocity in silicon. Thus, the length and time scales of this study are too small to 
study the propagation of the dislocations in the substrate. However, the results presented are legitimate 
for a fast tip approach corresponding to high strain rates. In order to simulate a slow tip approach, 
the substrate could be allowed to relax for an extended time after each translation of the tip into the 
substrate [53, 62]. 
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To understand the mechanics of plastic deformation during indentation we study the von Mises 
shear stress, \/J2, which is proportional to the square root of the distortion energy and is an indicator 
of the onset of plastic yielding [63] as proposed by von Mises. The von Mises shear stress is given by 
the square root of the second invariant of the deviatoric stress, J2, which is defined as 
J2 = ^Tr [(cr - pi)  • (<x - pi)} .  (3.1) 
where Tr denotes the trace of a matrix, rr  is the atomic stress tensor [64], I  is the unit matrix and p is 
the local hydrostatic pressure evaluated as one-third the trace of the atomic stress tensor. 
Plastic deformation manifests itself as atomic rearrangements, and in order to identify and charac­
terize these rearrangements we study a local strain diagnostic defined by Falk and Langer [65] 
as 
Dmin{Ti Ï) Rn ' Ra, (3.2a) 
NC 
Rn = (r n{t)  -  r 0 ( t ) )  - (xy-1) • (r n (r)  -  r 0 (r)) ,  (3.2b) 
X 
= ^2(rn{t) - r0(t))(r„(T) - r0(r)), (3.2c) 
Nc 
X = EN c (rN(T) -  ro(r))(rn(r) - ro(-r)). (3.2d) 
where the index n runs over the atoms in the neighborhood of the reference atom (n  = 0), r n ( t ) is 
position vector of nth atom at time t. The neighborhood is defined as the atoms within a distance 
of the SW cut-off radius and Nc is the coordination number defined as the number of atoms in the 
neighborhood at time t. Falk and Langer [65] studied the dynamics of viscoplastic deformation in a 
two-dimensional, two-component noncrystalline system and found to be an excellent diagnostic for 
identifying local irreversible transformations. 
In this study we extend the use of £>^in to identify structural transformations in a three-dimensional 
system. Dmin (r, t) is the local deviation from uniform strain during the time interval and it quantifies 
the atomic rearrangements in the neighborhood of an atom in that time interval. The cumulative strain, 
Dmin(T = 0,t), henceforth referred to as Dmin for brevity, quantifies the local distortion in a region 
from its initial undisturbed state and is a good diagnostic for identifying deformed region. The incre­
mental strain, Dmin(r = L - Ai, I), henceforth referred to as ADmin(At = 0.3ps), is a measure of 
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the magnitude of local rearrangements that have occurred in the last At(= 0.3ps) time units. As plas­
tic activity is associated with relatively large displacements of atoms, AL>m,n is indicative of plastic 
activity in the region. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
The force versus displacement curve for the initial stages of indentation is shown in Figure 3.2. The 
force, Fz, is calculated as the sum total of the forces exerted on the tip atoms by the substrate and the 
displacement, zsep, is the separation between the apex of the tip and the surface of the substrate before 
indentation. Initially, the indentation curve displays elastic behavior of the deformed region until the 
force on the tip decreases abruptly (at point d). This decrease in force is associated with a plastic 
deformation of the substrate to relieve the stress, in support of other theoretical investigations [53, 56]. 
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Figure 3.2 Force versus distance curve for Si(100) during the elastic response. 
(a) contact formation; (a) — (c) elastic response; (d) onset of plastic 
deformation; (e) completion of plastic deformation. 
Further insight into this behavior is provided by the von Mises shear stress and strain profiles in the 
substrate.  Figures 3.3,  3.4 and 3.5 show the von Mises shear stress (V^X cumulative strain (Dm i n)  
and incremental strain (ADmin) profiles in the region directly beneath the tip at various stages of 
indentation marked a — f in Figure 3.2. Figures 3.3(a), 3.4(a) and 3.5(a) show that during contact 
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Figure 3.3 Calculated von Mises shear stress (1/^2, kbar) plots on a surface just 
beneath the tip at indentation depths of: (o) 2 Â, (b) 0.7 Â, (c) 0.3 Â, 
(d) 0.15 Â, (e) -0.5 À, (/) -0.7 Â. 
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a) 
Figure 3.4 Calculated cumulative strain (Dmin) plots on a surface just beneath the 
tip at indentation depths of: (a) 2 Â, (b) 0.7 Â, (c) 0.3 Â, (d) 0.15 Â, 
(e) -0.5 Â, (/) -0.7 Â. 
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Figure 3.5 Calculated incremental strain (ADmin) plots on a surface just beneath 
the tip at indentation depths of: (a) 2 Â, (b) 0.7 Â, (c) 0.3 Â, (d) 0.15 
Â, (e) -0.5 Â, (/) -0.7 Â. 
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formation (point a), in the absence of large tip-substrate adhesive interactions, there is no significant 
stress in the contact region, very small deformation at the periphery of the contact and virtually no 
rearrangements. As the indentation proceeds from a to c the amount of deformation increases as seen 
in Figures 3.4(6), (c). From Figures 3.3(6), (c) and 3.5(6), (c), an increase in von Mises shear stress, 
a measure of the elastic stored energy, together with the small ADmin values suggest elastic response 
in this regime. Furthermore, it is seen that the peripheral atoms in the contact region are under higher 
stress in agreement with the findings of Landman el al [53]. 
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Figure 3.6 Force versus distance curve for Si(100) during the indentationretrac-
tion cycle, a, (3, %, e, d>, 7 and t) represent the plastic rearrange­
ments with solid circles corresponding to the onset and solid squares 
corresponding to the completion. 
Upon further indentation, the shear stress increases, until it is relieved by a plastic deformation 
induced at point d in Figure 3.2. This process is illustrated in Figures 3.3(d) - (/), 3.4(d) - (/) 
and 3.5(d) — (/). At point d, we observe lower stresses, significant increase in deformation and large 
ADrmn values, all indicative of plastic activity. This behavior of the material is in accordance with the 
von Mises criterion, which suggests a critical value for the von Mises shear stress for the onset of plastic 
deformation [63]. This plastic response continues through point e, where the stress has been completely 
relieved as exhibited in Figures 3.3(e), 3.4(e) and 3.5(e) and the response changes to elastic by point 
/ as seen in Figures 33(f) and 3.5(f). From the above discussion it follows that during indentation a 
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maximum-minimum pair in the force curve represents a plastic event with the maximum corresponding 
to the onset and minimum to the completion of the process. From Figure 5(e) the critical maximum 
value of the von Mises stress is found to be about 300 kbar, which is about 4 times the uniaxial yield 
strength of 70 kbar. The large critical value can be attributed to the large strain rates, which have been 
found to increase the yield strength in silicon [66]. 
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Figure 3.7 Variation in the number of rearrangements (N(ADmin > 1.2)) 
with distance during indentation and retraction. The peaks at 
a, (3, x, 5, e, 0, 7 and rj represent the plastic rearrangements. 
Figure 3.6 shows the response of the silicon substrate to a full cycle of indentation and retraction. It 
is seen that further indentation beyond the first set of plastic rearrangements (a) results in more plastic 
events at (3 and %. It is important to note that these deformations occur at higher forces suggesting 
an increase in the stress required to induce the plastic rearrangements as the deformation increases. 
This behavior is indicative of work hardening at the atomic level. On retracting the probe from the 
substrate, we see more activity at e, </>, 7 and rj in the force-curve that is associated with plastic events, 
as observed by other researchers in metallic systems [53, 56], 
To further investigate these rearrangements, we chose Dmin > 2.0 to characterize the deformed 
region and ADmin > 1.2 to characterize the rearrangements that make up a plastic event. Since the 
distribution of Dmin and A Dmin values is observed to be smooth, the choice of the cutoffs is somewhat 
arbitrarily based on the observation that Dmin and ADmin values are less than their respective cutoffs 
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Figure 3.8 Variation in the (a) number of deformed atoms (N(Dmin > 2.0)) and 
(b) rate of change of the number (dN(Dmin > 2.0)/dt) with distance 
during indentation and retraction, a, (3, %, S, e, </>, 7 and rj represent 
the plastic rearrangements. 
prior to the first plastic event (a).  However, it is important to note that Figures 3.7 and 3.8 are quite 
insensitive to the choice of the cutoffs. These cutoffs can be expected to be different for different 
materials and in general  depend on the physics of the computer experiment.  There are no a priori  
criteria for the choice of the cutoffs and they have to be selected based on the observed distribution 
of the values. Therefore, serves as an excellent qualitative diagnostic, rather than a quantitative 
measure, to identify atomic rearrangements. From above and earlier discussion it is reasonable to 
hypothesize that, in this simulation, plastic deformation is associated with an increase in the number 
of deformed atoms, iV(Dmin > 2.0), during the event. Also, the number of atoms associated with 
rearrangements, N(ADmin > 1.2) would peak during the event. Figures 3.7, 3.8(a) and (b) show the 
variations in N(ADmin > 1.2) , N(Dmin > 2.0) and dN(Dmin > 2.0)/dt during the indentation-
retraction cycle. From Figures 3.6 and 3.7 it is seen that, except for the event <5, which is not discernible 
in the force-curve (Figure 3.6), the peaks are well correlated to the plastic events observed in the force-
curve. The width of a peak signifies the duration of the event and the height is a measure of the 
magnitude of the event. It is interesting to note that in Figure 3.6, the maxima correspond to the onset 
and the minima to the completion of event during indentation. This observation is reversed during 
retraction. 
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Figure 3.9 Snapshots of the deformed region at various stages of indentationre-
traction cycle as marked in Figure 3.8(a). (A) 3.5 Â; (B) -1.2 Â; (C) 
-4.2 Â; (D) -5.5 Â; (E) -3 Â; (F) -0.5 Â; (G) 4 Â. Colorscale represents 
the extent of deformation with dark blue indicating Dmin = 2.0 and red 
Dmin ~ 5.0. 
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Figure 3.8(a) shows an increase in the number of deformed atoms during indentation, but a de­
crease during retraction, indicating an elastic recovery. This is corroborated by the observation that the 
rearrangements at 5, e and 4> in Figure 3.7 correspond to the minima in Figure 3.8(6). This recovery 
however is not complete, as the substrate has undergone some irreversible rearrangements that result 
in the hysteresis observed in the indentation-retraction cycle. It can be expected that the above results 
would be qualitatively similar for other empirical potentials used to simulate silicon. 
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Figure 3.10 The radial distribution function for the deformed region at various 
stages of indentationretraction cycle as marked in Figure 3.8(a). (A) 
3.5 A; (B) -1.2 Â; (C) -4.2 A; (D) -5.5 A; (E) -3 A; (F) -0.5 À; (G) 4 
A. 
The plastic deformation processes are further illustrated in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 which depict the 
evolution of the deformed region through various stages of the indentation-retraction cycle marked A, 
B, C, D, E, F and G in Figure 3.8(a). During the indentation, the temperature in the deformed region 
varies within a range of 300K to 420K. It is seen from Figure 3.9(A) that the shape of the deformed 
region, in its undisturbed state, is similar to that of the tip, as noted by Brenner et al [55]. However, 
they claim that this similarity is lost during plastic deformation as opposed to the depictions in Fig­
ures 3.9(B)-(O). This incongruency in the observations could be due to either the different empirical 
potential employed or the different tip shapes used. To study the structural character of the deformed 
region in the substrate we evaluated the pair distribution functions as shown in Figure 3.10. It is seen 
(A) 
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that prior to indentation, the distribution function in Figure 3.10(A) resembles closely to that of a crys­
talline structure with long-range periodicity indicative of an undisturbed crystalline structure. As the tip 
indents the substrate (B)-(D), the region slowly loses its long-range periodicity and at the maximum in­
dentation depth, the distribution resembles to that of amorphous silicon as depicted in Figures 3.10(B)-
(D). In Figure 3.10(D), the peak at 3.3Â, shown by the arrow, is usually observed in amorphous SW 
silicon [66]. The evolution of the amorphous phase is exemplified in Figures 3.9(B)-(D). During in­
dentation, the tip is accommodated without any extrusion of the substrate atoms above the surface [55] 
by the plastic flow of the atoms to the interstitial sites [59]. This formation of interstitials disrupts the 
crystallinity and results in a densification transformation to amorphous phase, which can accommodate 
the tip without extrusion of substrate atoms. This process is further illustrated in Figure 3.11 as an 
increase in the mean coordination number (Nc) in the deformed region during indentation. 
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Figure 3.11 Variation in the coordination number ( N c )  during the indentationre-
traction cycle. 
During retraction, the process of elastic recovery is very lucidly seen in Figures 3.9(D) and (E) 
where the lower most atoms of the deformed region at maximum indentation (point D) have returned 
to their initial positions (point E). However, this recovery is not complete as seen in Figure 3.9(G). 
In Figures 3.10(D)-(G), the elastic recovery in the deformed region manifests as slow reclamation of 
its short-range periodicity to a certain extent but no long-range periodicity is observed upon complete 
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retraction, suggesting an incomplete elastic recovery as observed before. 
Our observations of amorphous silicon in the deformed region corroborate the findings of Kallman 
et al [54]. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of the region beneath the inden-
tor has showed [67, 68] the characteristic pattern of an amorphous material, in support of our finding. 
A few other experimental [69, 70, 71] and theoretical [58, 72] indentation studies have suggested the 
transformation to a /3-Sn structure, which has been reported [73, 74] as one of the high-pressure phases 
of silicon occurring under high hydrostatic pressure conditions. Another investigation [75] suggests 
the phase transformation to BC8 or amorphous depending on the indenter size. Our failure to observe 
the phase transformations to (3-Sn or BC8 structure could be attributed to the presence of high shear 
stresses, which have been found to induce amorphization in silicon [76]. Another possibility, which in 
our opinion is a more plausible explanation, is the inability of the SW potential to capture the transfor­
mation to a (3-Sn structure under high hydrostatic pressures. 
3.5 Concluding Remarks 
The plastic deformation processes during nanoindentation of silicon through molecular dynamics 
simulations have been investigated. We have presented a new approach, based on a local strain di­
agnostic, to identify the plastic rearrangements and the extent of deformation during nanoindentation. 
During indentation, the substrate initially responds elastically resulting in a build up of von Mises shear 
stress. With the progress of indentation, the stress is relieved by plastic deformation, which involves 
the displacement of atoms from their lattice positions to the interstitial sites. Further indentation results 
in more plastic deformations at higher stresses, exhibiting strain hardening at the atomic scale. The 
formation of these interstitials during plastic deformation results in a densification transformation to 
amorphous phase in the deformed region that is able to accommodate the tip without any extrusion of 
substrate atoms above the surface. Upon retraction of the tip, the deformed region undergoes a par­
tial elastic recovery indicating the irreversibility of the plastic rearrangements during deformation that 
manifests in the force-curve as a hysterisis. 
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CHAPTER 4 ATOMISTIC STUDIES OF DEFECT NUCLEATION DURING 
NANOINDENTATION OF Au(001) 
A paper published in Physical Review B t 
Anil Gannepalli^ and Surya K. Mallapragada** 
4.1 Abstract 
Atomistic studies are carried out to investigate the formation and evolution of defects during 
nanoindentation of a gold crystal. The results in this theoretical study complement the experimen­
tal investigations [J. D. Kiely and J. E. Houston, Phys. Rev. B 57, 12588 (1998)] extremely well. The 
defects are produced by a three step mechanism involving nucleation, glide and reaction of Shockley 
partials on the {111} slip planes noncoplanar with the indented surface. We have observed that slip is 
in the directions along which the resolved shear stress has reached the critical value of approximately 
2 GPa. The first yield occurs when the shear stresses reach this critical value on all the {111} planes 
involved in the formation of the defect. The phenomenon of strain hardening is observed due to the 
sessile stair-rods produced by the zipping of the partials. The dislocation locks produced during the 
second yield give rise to permanent deformation after retraction. 
* Reprinted with permission from Anil Gannepalli and Surya K. Mallapragada, Physical Review B, 66, 104103, (2002). 
© (2002) by the American Physical Society, http://prb.aps.org/ 
* Department of Chemical Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011 
§ Primary researcher and author 
* Author for correspondence, suryakm@iastate.edu 
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4.2 Introduction 
Understanding the detailed mechanics of material deformation is a fundamental challenge in ma­
terials science. In metals, the defect structures produced during deformation influence the material 
properties and behavior critically [77, 78]. The formation and evolution of such structures have their 
basis in atomistic processes and the study of these nanoscale phenomena is paramount to the under­
standing of macroscopic phenomena such as fracture, friction, strain hardening and adhesion. The 
results of such research will also greatly facilitate the design of novel materials with desired properties. 
These insights into material behavior can be exploited to create desired dislocation patterns which can 
then be etched in a controlled manner to fabricate nanopattems and nanostructures [79]. 
Nanoindentation experiments, with the advent of scanning probe microscopes and advances in in­
dentation techniques, are capable of experimentally probing material properties and phenomena at the 
nanoscale [44,45,46]. At these atomic length scales, the continuum models of deformation do not per­
form well and atomistic methods need to be considered to investigate the nanoscale deformation behav­
ior. Advances in computational capability and high performance techniques have enabled researchers to 
investigate nanoindentation studies of comparable length scales theoretically using molecular dynamics 
simulations [57, 80]. The experiments, for the most part, have emphasized quantitative investigation of 
mechanical properties by measuring the force displacement curves, and the theoretical computer sim­
ulations have been targeted at studying the atomistic processes involved in plastic deformation during 
indentation experiments. The primary goal of such studies is to complement the experimental findings 
with theoretical investigations in understanding the mechanisms of plastic deformation in materials. 
In this paper, we present results of atomistic studies of nanoindentation of a passivated gold sur­
face. The objective of this work is to study the atomistic processes responsible for plastic yield during 
the initial stages of indentation and explain the experimentally observed yield phenomena and defect 
structures [45]. 
4.3 Methodology 
The objective of this atomistic study is to investigate the defect nucleation during nanoindentation 
of a passivated Au(001) surface and study the mechanisms leading to plastic deformation. The atomic 
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configuration of the system studied is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The gold substrate is modeled as a slab 
(122 Â x 122 Â x 50 Â ) containing 46400 atoms with periodic boundary conditions parallel to the 
surface. The orientation of the slab is such that the directions [100], [010] and [001] coincide with x, 
y and z. The bottom layer is fully constrained and the substrate size is sufficiently large to eliminate 
the finite size effects. The indenter is an assemblage of atoms in diamondoid cubic lattice arranged as 
a truncated pyramid with exposed (111) facets and a 15 Â x 15 À (001) square indenting face. The 
indenter is oriented such that the edges of the indenting face are in [110] and [110] directions with 
respect to the gold crystal. 
a 
[010]A 
Figure 4.1 Atomic configuration of the indenter and the gold substrate. Red -
indenter; orange - dynamic gold substrate; gold - temperature control 
region; dark red - fully constrained boundary. The indenting face is 
a square with edges along the [110] and [ÏIQ] directions of the gold 
crystal. 
We have employed the quantum Sutton-Chen (Q-SC) [51] potential to model the gold atoms. This 
formulation includes the quantum corrections to better predict mechanical properties, and retains the 
simplicity of the original Sutton-Chen potential [52] to facilitate the understanding of the underlying 
physics of various processes. The indenter is modeled as a rigid body and the indenter-surface interac­
tions are purely repulsive, V(r) = e(r/p)~12 with e = 25 meV and p = 3 Â , to eliminate the adhesive 
interactions and mimic the passivation of the gold surface in experiments. 
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We have used an extended version of the parallel MD package DL-POLY [61] to perform the 
calculations. The dynamics of the substrate is evaluated by integrating the Newtonian equations of 
motion using Verlet-leapfrog method with a timestep of 1 fs. The gold substrate is equilibrated to its 
minimum energy configuration at 300 K and the indentation is simulated by advancing the indenter 
atoms by 0.0005 Â at every timestep, giving the indenter a velocity of 50 m/s. The temperature is 
regulated by periodically scaling the velocities of the atoms of the deepest non-constrained region of 
the substrate, away from the contact region to minimize the interference of the temperature control 
mechanism with the normal energy flow processes that occur in the contact region. 
To understand the mechanics of plastic deformation during indentation, atomic stress tensor [64] a 
is used to study the distribution of stresses. The von Mises shear stress, proportional to the square 
root of the distortion energy, is an indicator of the onset of plastic yielding [63] as proposed by von 
Mises. The von Mises shear stress is given by the square root of the second invariant of the deviatoric 
stress, J2, which is defined as 
J 2  = |Tr [(<r - pi)  • (cr - pI)T]  , (4.1) 
P = -|Tr(<7). (4.2) 
where Tr denotes the trace of a matrix, I  is the unit matrix and p is the local hydrostatic pressure. 
In metals, plastic deformation occurs by the glide of dislocations on the slip planes. In order to 
identify and characterize the dislocations being nucleated during indentation we employ the slip vector 
analysis,[80] which provides information on the Burgers vectors of dislocations. The slip vector is 
defined as, 
(4-3) 
where, n s  is the number of slipped neighbors 0 ,  of the reference atom, and rf and r f }  are the vector 
differences of atom (3 and the reference atom positions at times t and 6, respectively. The slip vector 
given by the above expression represents the Burgers vector of slip between the plane containing atom 
a and its adjacent atomic planes, in the time interval [9, t}. However, this is true only in the case of 
single slip, where the reference atom is contained by only one slip plane. In the event of multiple 
slip, where the atom is contained by two planes undergoing slip simultaneously, the Burgers vector is 
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different from the slip vector given above. In any event, the slip vector will have a large magnitude for 
inhomogeneous, non-affine deformation near the atom and can be used to identify slipped regions. 
The strains induced by indentation are studied by evaluating the atomic strain tensor as formulated 
by Horstemeyer and Baskes [81]. This formulation is based on the deformation gradient for a material 
employing many-bodied potential. The atomic Lagrangian Green strain tensor E, used in this study is 
given by, 
E  =  1 ( F T F  -  I )  , (4.4a) 
F  =  X Y ~ \  (4.4b) 
m 
X = ^2 yt 0 re) ' (4.4c) 
0 
m 
r = (4.4d) 
0 
where, F is the deformation gradient, m is the number of nearest neighbors (3  of the reference atom, 
rg, rf have the same meaning as above and <g> represents tensorial product. E will then quantify the 
strain experienced by the reference a tom in the t ime interval  [9, t \ .  
To investigate the mechanisms of dislocation nucleation and glide on the slip planes, we study the 
resolved shear stresses on the slip planes along the Burgers vectors given by the slip vector analysis. 
The resolved shear stress r on a plane with normal n along the direction of slip b is given by, 
T(n)[b] = b • a • n (4.5) 
Schmid law [82] states that a slip system is activated when the resolved shear stress on that system 
reaches a critical value called the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS). 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
4.4.1 Indentation 
The force versus displacement curve for the initial stages of indentation is shown in Figure 4.2. The 
force Fz is calculated as the sum total of the forces exerted on the indenter atoms by the substrate and 
the displacement zsep is the separation between the indenter apex and the surface of the substrate before 
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indentation. Initially, the force curve displays elastic behavior until the force decreases abruptly at the 
first yield point, marked as (1) in Figure 4.2. This phenomenon is associated with the nucleation of a 
plastic event to partially relieve the elastic stress in the contact region. This observation is in excellent 
agreement with other theoretical [53, 56, 83, 57, 80] and experimental results [45,46,44]. Upon further 
indentation the force begins to rise again, displaying yet another region of elastic behavior, until the 
substrate undergoes a second yield event (2) in Figure 4.2. It is interesting to see that the force curve 
has a higher slope in the second elastic response region and the second yield occurs at a higher force. 
This is indicative of strain hardening like behavior at the atomic scale resulting in an increase in the 
yield modulus and strength. 
Figure 4.2 Force versus distance curve during initial stages of indentation. 
( a )  -  (b ) elastic response; ( b )  onset of first yield; (b ) - (c) first plastic 
yield event; (c) - (d) second elastic response at a higher force and 
with a higher slope indicating strain hardening like behavior. 1 and 2 
represent the first and second yield events. 
4.4.1.1 First Yield : Defect Nucleation 
To gain insight into this behavior, the evolution of the stress profiles in the contact region during 
indentation are analyzed. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the von Mises shear stress y/Jï and hydrostatic 
pressure p profiles in the region directly beneath the indenter at various stages of indentation marked 
3 7 GPa II 15 
Figure 4.3 Contour plots of the atomic von Mises shear stress in the indented 
region at four stages of indentation marked (a) — (d) in Figure 4.2. The 
contours are on 1001™ surface (upper row) just beneath the indenter 
and [100™ surface (lower row) at x = 0. ° are the slipped atoms that 
comprise the defect nucleated during the first yield event and • are the 
undeformed atoms. Stress is concentrated at the corners of the contact 
region. Increase in \J~J^ from (a) to (b) and (c) to (d) signifies elastic 
responses and a drop from (b) to (c) indicates plastic yield. 
-3 4 GPa II 18 
Figure 4.4 Contour plots of the atomic hydrostatic pressure p in the indented 
region at four stages of indentation marked (a) — (d) in Figure 4.2. 
The contours are on [001] surface (upper row) just beneath the indenter 
and [1001 surface (lower row) at x = 0. o are the slipped atoms that 
comprise the defect nucleated during the first yield event and • are the 
undeformed atoms. Stress is concentrated at the corners of the contact 
region. After the first yield (c), a compressive strain of 0.052 in the 
defect gives rise to increased pressure of the order of 10 — 15 GPa. 
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(a) - ( d )  in Figure 4.2. Figures 4.3(a), (b) and 4.4(a), (b) show that as the indentation proceeds from (a) 
to (b), an increase in \Th., a measure of the elastic stored energy, substantiates the elastic response seen 
in the force curve in this regime. At point (6) the elastic stress reach a threshold beyond which plastic 
deformation occurs that partially relieves and dissipates the elastic energy from the surface as seen in 
4.3(c). This behavior is in accordance with the von Mises criterion,[63] which suggests a critical value 
for V^2 for the onset of plastic activity. Upon further indentation from (c) to (d) \J~T2 increases again 
implying another elastic response regime, which culminates in the second yield event. 
To study the nature of plastic deformation and characterize the defect structures nucleated, the 
deformed regions are identified by the slip vector soi, where 0 represents the initial undeformed state 
and 1 represents the state after the first yield event. Three snapshots of the deformed region at various 
stages of defect nucleation between (b) and (c) are shown in Figure 4.5 to illustrate the evolution of the 
defect structure. From the slipped atoms shown in Figure 4.5 it is seen that dislocation loops nucleate 
on the four {111} planes at the surface and extend into the solid. These dislocation loops grow in 
size and intersect with the loops on the adjacent planes forming a pyramidal defect structure as seen in 
Figure 4.5(c). Figure 4.6 shows the corresponding slip vectors of the atoms on one of the slip planes, 
(111). From Figure 4.6(c) the magnitude of the slip vector of the atoms on the (111) plane is close 
to 1.66 À along [112], which is consistent with the (112) partial dislocations on {111} planes in gold. 
The dislocation nucleated on the (111) plane is therefore the |[112] Shockley partial, and similarly 
^[112], g [112] and | [112], partials are nucleated on (111), (111) and (111) planes, respectively. Thus 
the defect consists of intersecting intrinsic stacking faults on the four {111} planes, which intersect the 
(001) surface with four fold symmetry. This pyramidal defect structure is in excellent agreement with 
the experimentally observed permanent deformation structures [45]. 
From continuum elastic theory [84] of indentation by a rigid flat frictionless punch, similar to 
the atomic indenter used in this study, the stresses reach a theoretically infinite value at the edges 
of the indenter. This observation, at the atomic scale, is validated by the large concentrations of 
stresses at the periphery of the contact region as seen in Figs. 4.3(b) and 4.4(b), in agreement with 
previous studies [53, 83]. Surface nucleation of partial dislocations in areas of enhanced stress is 
well supported experimentally [85, 86] and theoretical models of surface dislocation nucleation at 
Figure 4.5 Snapshots of deformed region depicting the evolution of the disloca­
tion structures nucleated during the first yield event ((b) — (c) in Fig­
ure 4.2). Colorscale represents |SQI| .  
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Figure 4.6 Slip vector (sqi) maps on (111) plane corresponding to the snapshots 
in Figure 4.5. o represent the atoms of the slipped plane and • repre­
sent the atoms of the unslipped plane adjacent to the slipped region. 
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stress concentrators [87, 88, 89, 90] are well established. The corners of the contact region act as 
stress concentrators and serve as the sources for nucleation of Shockley partials on the surface. Un­
der the influence of the stresses, these partials glide on the {111} planes, the dominant slip planes 
in gold, forming intrinsic stacking faults as seen in Figure 4.6. This slip results in the flow of part 
of the elastic energy from the contact surface to the sheared surfaces and is seen as an increase in 
\[J2 in the region of slip in Figure 4.3(c). The strain undergone by the atoms in the deformed re­
gion during defect nucleation is quantified by the mean Lagrangian strain tensor in Voigt notation, 
E = 0.068 0.064 -0.166 0.007 -0.002 0.02 • Thus the observed strain is in (100) direc­
tions and gives a volumetric strain of -0.052 in the pyramidal defect, giving rise to higher pressures of 
the order of 10 — 15 GPa (with a bulk modulus of 207 GPa) above the ambient pressures as seen in 
Figure 4.4(c). 
800 
600-
i 400 
200-
Figure 4.7 Generalized stacking fault energies 7 (circles) and theoretical shear 
stresses rth (squares) for slip systems (111}(112) (open) and 
{111} (110) (solid). The slip vectors for the slip systems are 
b(ii2) = g(112) and ^(110). Lower indicates a more 
energetically favorable {111} (112) slip system. 
In order to understand why this particular slip system {111}(112) has been activated, we study 
the resolved shear stresses (RSS), as the direction of slip has been associated with maximum RSS. 
Figure 4.8 shows the distribution of T(111)[10i], t(-111)[(i1j] and 7^111)^12] on the (111) slip plane along 
[101], [011] and [112], respectively. These are the favored slip directions [91] on (111) plane for 
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the current stress state (cr  « a z z ) .  It is seen that even though ^j 11 )[iqï] and T( l i :^0 1 j ]  have higher 
concentrations near the surface than T(in)[n2], the slip occurs along [112]. This incongruency of slip 
occurring in a lower RSS direction is consistent with the findings of other researchers [80] and can be 
explained by the concept of generalized stacking fault energy (GSF) 7, introduced by Vitek [92, 93]. 
GSF is the energy per unit area of a fault plane created by the rigid slip of one half of a perfect lattice 
relative to the other along a slip plane in a general slip direction. Figure 4.7 shows the unrelaxed GSF 
in the dominant slip directions [110] and [112]. It should be noted that unrelaxed GSF is a hypothetical 
concept that nevertheless offers valuable insight into the dynamics of slip. 
The maximum value of 7 in the direction of slip, called the unstable stacking energy 7^, [94] 
is the energy barrier to be overcome during slip. It is seen from Figure 4.7 that 7„s displays a strong 
directional dependence and slip along [112] has a much lower energy barrier than [110] and is thus more 
favorable as observed in this study. However, 7 is a static quantity and is not an appropriate measure to 
describe the dynamics of slip. A better quantity would be the theoretical shear stress required to initiate 
and maintain the slip along the slip direction. This shear stress is given by 
TW(r> = -57 (4.6) 
where, 7n is the GSF on a slip plane with normal n and r  is the displacement vector. At any instant 
the atoms on a slip plane n slip along r if T(n)lr] exceeds ^ and this instantaneous slip direction 
evolves continuously, resulting in relaxations as the slip proceeds. Among all the competing slip di­
rections at every instant throughout the slip, such a mechanism results in the motion of atoms along 
a direction that has the smallest rth. Therefore, as the slip proceeds it traces a minimum energy path 
along a valley of the unrelaxed GSF energy landscape. The relaxed GSF energies are thus given by the 
valleys of the unrelaxed GSF energy landscape. 
From the above discussion it follows that slip along a particular direction proceeds to completion 
if the resolved shear stress exceeds the maximum value of rth. This is the critical resolved shear stress 
(CRSS) rc referred to in Schmid law [82] as stated above. A plot of rth for slip on {111} plane along 
(110) and (112) directions is shown in Figure 4.7. From Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 7"{mj.{112) is 2.34 GPa and 
is smaller than the observed t"(111)[i12] values. On the other hand 7"[m}{110) has a value of 8.88 GPa 
and is much higher than the observed T(111)[10jj and T(in)[01j] values. Thus, the observed slip direction 
Figure 4.8 Resolved shear stresses on (111) plane, just before the first yield point, 
along favored directions of slip: (a) [Oil ; (b) []10Ï ; (c) [112 . o are 
the slipped atoms that constitute the stacking fault and • are the atoms 
in the undeformed region. In some regions T(in)|ii2 is smaller than 
T(in)Iioï; and T(m)|on;. 
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is [112] rather than [Oil] or [101]. Second and higher derivatives of 7 could be used to further refine 
the dynamics of slip, but it is beyond the scope of this paper and for the present study r would suffice. 
The smallest of the directionally dependent rc representing the ideal shear strength of the crystal 
is 2.34 GPa in excellent agreement with the experimental estimates of 1.5 to 2.0 GPa [45, 44]. In 
Figure 4.8 the high r values of 5 GPa greater than the theoretical estimate of the ideal shear strength 
might seem out of order, but it needs to be clarified that the theoretical value is based on a block like 
shear and such instantaneous rigid slip cannot be expected during the actual nucleation and propagation 
of slip. These r values are also quite high compared to the experimental CRSS because the values in 
Figure 4.8 are highly localized and are inaccessible to experimental investigations. The shear stress 
values deduced from experiments represent the mean value of the shear stresses in the region local to 
indentation and a plot of such a mean of r is shown in Figure 4.9. It can be seen that these values 
reach a maximum and drop abruptly at the first yield point validating the manifestation of Schmid law 
at the atomic scale. The maximum RSS on (111) is along [112] and reaches a value of 1.95 GPa and 
on the other {111} planes the maximum RSS are in the range of 1.8 to 2.3 GPa. These values agree 
exceptionally well with the experimental estimates of 2 GPa. 
2.5 
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Figure 4.9 Mean resolved shear stresses in the deformed region for slip sys­
tems: • (_1_11)[01ÏJ;_ O (111)[10Ï]; o (111)[112]; * (Ï11)[Ï12]; 
V (111)[112]; A (111)[112], The resolved shear stresses reach a 
threshold at the yield point. The maximum resolved shear stress is 
in the range of 1.8 — 2.3 GPa. 
It is interesting to note that Schmid law and von Mises criterion, which have their origin in con-
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tinuum mechanics, are also observed at the atomic scale. However, the yield mechanisms behind this 
phenomenological similarity are different resulting in very different magnitudes of critical stresses. 
In macroscopic yield the critical stresses are required to cause the motion of preexisting dislocations 
and/or multiplication of dislocations. Where as for yield at the defect free nanoscale, as is the case in 
this study, the critical stresses are required to nucleate dislocations at the surface. 
The plastic strains produced by indentation are complex and activation of multiple slip systems is 
necessary to accommodate these general yields [95]. Groves and Kelly [96] have predicted the active 
slip systems by calculating the strain produced by a given slip system [97] and identifying the systems 
that contribute to the observed strain. Such a geometrical analysis [98] for compression in [001], which 
is the observed stress state just before the first yield point, predicts activation of slip on the four {111} 
planes resulting in plastic strains in (100). These predicted slip planes and strains are identical to those 
observed at the atomic scale in this study. 
In the event of the presence of multiple sets of independent slip systems capable of producing the 
required strain, as is the case with f.c.c. crystals, Bishop and Hill [99, 100] proposed a stress criterion 
for yielding that requires the attainment of CRSS on the active slip systems, without exceeding CRSS 
on the inactive systems. The observed slip directions conform to the above criterion with the shear 
stresses reaching their critical values in (112), but not in (110). 
4.4.1.2 Defect Nucleation Mechanism 
Based on the results and discussion presented above, we propose a three step mechanism for the 
formation of the pyramidal defect during indentation of Au (001). It is convenient for the following 
discussion to use Thompson's notation for Burgers vectors and planes and refer to Figure 4.10 for an 
illustration of the mechanism. 
Dislocation nucleation : Surface indentation of Au (001) with an indenter results in large concentration 
of stresses at the corners of the contact region. These stress concentrators, where the RSS on the {111} 
planes reach the CRSS, act as the sources for surface nucleation of Shockley partials (g (112)) Ba, A/3, 
7D and dC on the slip planes (à), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. 
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Figure 4.10 Various stages in the formation of the pyramidal defect structure. 
Shaded regions represent intrinsic stacking faults, (a) nucleation and 
glide of partials; (b) dislocation loop growth and zipping resulting in 
sessile stair-rods; (c) pyramidal defect structure. 
Dislocation glide-. These partials, under the influence of the external stress due to indentation, glide 
away from the surface forming intrinsic faults on the slip planes. 
Dislocation reaction: As the dislocation loops grow, the partials attract each other in pairs and zip to 
form sessile stair-rods along AC, AD, BD and BC according to the following reactions: 
+ /3A = <%3/CA 
A/3 + D7 = AD//?7 
7D + aB = 7«/DB 
Ba + Œ = BC/ad (4.7) 
In vector notation the energetically favorable reactions are of the type 
I [112] - i [ïl2] = i [100] (4.8) 
The final defect, therefore, consists of a pyramid of intrinsic stacking faults on {111} planes, which 
intersect the (001) surface with a four fold symmetry, and the (Oil) edges of the pyramid consist of 
low energy sessile stair-rod dislocations. These sessile stair-rods act as barriers to further glide giving 
rise to the observed strain hardening during indentation beyond the first yield. 
To examine the dependence of the defect structures on the orientation of the indenter with respect 
to the crystallographic axes of the gold substrate, the calculations were repeated with the edges of 
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the indenting face in (100) and (010) directions. The defect produced was similar to the pyramidal 
structure seen above where the high stresses at the corners of contact region nucleate partials on the 
four {111} planes. From the physics of the defect nucleation presented above, the above mechanism 
can be generalized to indentation of other {111} and {110} surfaces as well. It can be deduced that 
the indentation of {111} surface will produce a tetrahedral defect structure displaying the threefold 
symmetry observed in experiments [45]. And similarly the hexagonal nature of the indent produced 
by indenting the {110} surface is consistent with the proposed mechanism. Thus, the geometry of the 
defect structures is independent of the indenter orientation, but is a characteristic of the crystallography 
of the surface of the indented crystal. 
4.4.1.3 Second Yield : Dislocation Locks 
Further indentation results in a second yield, at which point dislocation loops are nucleated on 
the slip planes outside the defect as shown in Figure 4.11. Figure 4.12 shows the slip vectors S12, of 
the atoms on the (111) plane dislocated during the second yield and the dislocation loops extending 
beyond the stair-rods can be seen. The contour plots of RSS on (111) (112) along with the slip vectors 
are shown in Figure 4.13. It is seen that the activated slip direction is not along the maximum RSS 
direction, but along the direction in which the RSS has reached the critical value. This observation 
further corroborates the discussion presented above. Thus, deformation results through a sequence of 
elastic and plastic responses, with the elastic responses culminating in plastic events. 
4.4.2 Retraction 
When the indenter is retracted after the first yield point, the force curve retraces the indentation path 
at small displacements. This suggests that the defect nucleated at the first yield point has disappeared 
and the substrate has recovered is original undeformed state upon retraction. However, the force curve 
during retraction after the second yield point signifies permanent deformation. 
Upon retracting the indenter, the external stress vanishes and the internal compressive stress dom­
inates the dynamics of deformation. It is seen above that the interior of the pyramidal defect is under 
enormous compressive stress due to the strain imposed during the first yield. This compressive stress 
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Figure 4.11 Deformed region illustrating the dislocation locks formed during the 
second yield, o represent the atoms that slipped during the first yield 
( | soi | > 0) and light gray circles are the atoms that underwent slip 
during the second yield event (|si21 > 0). Dislocation loops ex­
tend beyond the adjacent faces of defect structure forming dislocation 
locks. 
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Figure 4.12 Slip vector s 12 of the atoms on (III) plane. ° represent the atoms 
of the slipped plane and • represent the atoms of the unslipped plane 
adjacent to the slipped region. The slip is along the direction in which 
the resolved shear stress has attained the critical value. 
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Figure 4.13 Resolved shear stresses on (111) plane, at the second yield point, 
along the direction: (a) [12Ï ; (b) |21Ï ; (c) |112". o represent the 
atoms with slip vectors coinciding with the RSS direction; light gray 
circles represent other slipped atoms and • represent the atoms in the 
undeformed region. The observed slip is not necessarily in direction 
of the maximum resolved shear stress. 
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when resolved onto the slip planes is opposite in direction to the RSS during indentation. A restoring 
force is induced that is strong enough to effect the unzipping of the stair-rods into their constituent 
partials, which then glide toward the surface healing the stacking fault along the way. Eventually, the 
defect disappears and the substrate recovers its original configuration with no residual deformation as 
seen in Figure 4.2. 
However, after the second yield, the dislocation loops extend beyond the stair-rods leading to dis­
location locking. And upon retracting the indenter after the second yield, the aforementioned restoring 
forces are not strong enough to unlock the locked structure, thus giving rise to permanent plastic defor­
mation observed in Figure 4.2. 
4.5 Concluding Remarks 
We have investigated the atomistic mechanisms of plastic deformation during nanoindentation of 
Au (001) surface with a noninteracting indenter. A recently developed slip vector analysis has been 
employed to identify the defect structures formed during initial plastic yield. During indentation, the 
accumulated elastic energy in the indented region is partially relieved by the nucleation of a pyramidal 
defect structure. The defect is formed by the surface nucleation of Shockley partials on the four {111} 
slip planes at the periphery of the contact region. These partials glide away from the surface creating 
stacking faults that grow in size and intersect with those on the adjacent planes. At the intersections, 
the partials zip to form sessile stair-rods which contribute to the strain hardening observed after the 
first yield. The observed slip is in the most energetically favorable direction, which corresponds to the 
direction in which the RSS has reached the critical value and is not necessarily the maximum value. 
The CRSS estimated in this study is in the range of 1.8 — 2.3 GPa in excellent agreement with the 
experimental estimates. 
Upon retracting the indenter after the first yield, the pressure due to the compressive strain in the 
defect induces restoring forces that heal the plastic deformation. Further indentation results in a second 
yield that causes the dislocation loops to extend beyond the stair-rods forming dislocation locks. The 
unlocking forces of these structures is greater than the internal restoring forces active during indenter 
retraction and thus effect permanent deformation after the second yield. 
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We proposed a three step mechanism based on dislocation theory that elucidates the physics be­
hind the formation of the observed defect structures during gold nanoindentation. According to this 
mechanism, the defects produced depend on the crystallography of the indented surface as seen in 
experiments. 
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CHAPTER 5 THERMAL NON-CONTACT ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY 
Extended version of a paper to be submitted to Physical Review Letters 
Anil Gannepalli *§, Abu Sebastian*, Jason C. Cleveland^ and Murti V. Salapaka** 
5.1 Abstract 
In this paper a new ambient temperature small amplitude frequency modulation (FM) technique 
is developed that uses the thermal noise response of the cantilever to estimate its resonant frequency 
[F. J. Giessibl, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. I 33, 3730 (1994)]. The dependence of cantilever's resonant 
frequency on the separation dependent tip-sample forces is utilized to maintain extremely small tip-
sample separations by regulating the effective resonant frequency. This method is particularly suited for 
studying highly localized slowly evolving atomic or molecular phenomena. The experiments performed 
in ambient room conditions have achieved tip-sample separations less than 2 nm for time periods in 
excess of 30 min. At such small separations a force sensitivity of 14 fN in a bandwidth of 0.4 Hz is 
observed. This demonstrates a new thermal non-contact mode operation of AFM. 
5.2 Introduction 
In many studies a micro-cantilever based investigation of extremely small and local forces evolving 
over large time scales is of considerable interest. One such application is the detection of single electron 
spin where forces in the 10-14 N to 10 ~16 N have to be detected [9], Another application is the study 
of biomolecular interaction dynamics [101, 102, 103, 104] that have timescales spanning from fis to 
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ms. In these applications in order to detect the highly localized forces it is essential to maintain a 
tip-sample separation on the order of Â to nm. In addition such separations have to be maintained 
with good separation stability for extended periods of time. This is a requirement imposed either by 
the time scales of the dynamic process being studied or the need to average to achieve the necessary 
sensitivity or both. In such studies the effect of the tip-sample contact on the dynamics is difficult to 
characterize and may be detrimental. This necessitates non-contact operation with extremely small rms 
tip deflections. 
A primary hurdle for non-contact operation in static mode is the 1 //-noise and drift of the system 
that becomes particularly detrimental over long time periods. Low temperatures can alleviate prob­
lems associated with low frequency noise but such conditions are not always conducive to the study. 
Furthermore, static mode methods cannot differentiate between attractive and repulsive interactions 
thereby making it incapable of maintaining the tip in the attractive regime. Classic dynamic meth­
ods overcome the above issues and are used in non-contact operation. However, they are associated 
with large amplitudes that are unacceptable. Moreover, the long-range forces encountered with large 
amplitudes reduce the sensitivity to short-range forces [35]. Consequently, small amplitude frequency 
modulation (FM-AFM) has been proposed [38] for true atomic resolution and considerable success has 
been demonstrated [105, 39]. However, the current FM technique based on positive feedback necessi­
tates low temperature operation to suppress thermal vibrations. One method that has not received much 
attention since its mention [106], is the use of thermal vibrations of the cantilever in FM-AFM. Such a 
technique has the advantages of dynamic mode and small rms deflections of static mode. 
In this study we develop the FM technique based on the thermal noise response of the cantilever 
that promises to meet the demands of maintaining sub-nanometer separations over large time periods. 
Such small separations facilitate the detection of forces on the order of 10 fN. 
5.3 Theory and Model 
The complex dynamics of the micro-cantilever is well modeled as a flexible structure with multiple 
modes. A first-mode approximation [107] as a simple damped harmonic oscillator is usually sufficient. 
Within this first-mode approximation the cantilever is modeled as a single spring-mass-damper system 
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Figure 5.1 The cantilever is modeled by a spring-mass-damper system with a 
spring constant k, damping constant c and mass m. The tip-sample 
interactions are modeled as a sum total of conservative and dissipative 
forces. The distance dependence of these forces is accounted for by 
the  non l inea r  sp r ing  k a ( l )  and  damper  c s ( l ) .  7 7  i s  t he  the rma l  fo rc ing ,  p  
and z represent the motion of the cantilever and sample, respectively. 
I is the tip-sample separation. 
(see Figure 5.1) as described by 
mp( t )  +  cp( t )  +  kp( t )  = r j ( t )  +  F( t ) ,  (5.1) 
where p( t )  is the cantilever deflection, m is the mass of the cantilever, c  is the damping constant, k  
is the spring constant and rj(t) is the Langevin thermal noise forcing term and F(t) describes other 
external forces acting on the cantilever. In the absence of external forcing (F(i) = 0), taking Laplace 
transform of Equation (5.1) (assuming p(0) — 0) yields 
p(a) 
—  U ( s )  =  
r j ( s )  v  '  ms 2  + es  + k  
Therefore the power  spectral density of p(t) is given by [108] 
(5.2) 
Ppp{u>) |B(w)|"f^(w) 
1 
(k — rnu;2)2 + c2u 2 (w) ' 
(5.3a) 
(5.3b) 
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where P m ( w )  is the power spectral density of 77(f). Assuming r j { t )  is white noise with constant spectral 
density Pm(cv) = cr2, for a cantilever in thermal equilibrium, we have 
2 ksT = 
1 Z"00 
= 2^ I 
1 1 
2^^ ,  ( t -mw 2 )2  +  ^ ^  
where ks  is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature. Solving for cr2 [109], the thermal noise 
drive is 
4 - 4~^l, (5.5) 
and the spectral density of deflection of a cantilever in thermal equilibrium with no external forces is 
given by 
4w()A;gT 1 
> )  = 
The resonant frequency is given by 
Qm (wg-w2)2  +  (^ )2 '  ^  
1 
uR = uo\ll - —2, (5.7) 
where u>o (= y /k /m)  is the undamped resonant frequency and Q (= is the quality factor of the 
cantilever. 
When the tip interacts with the sample, the tip-sample forces (F( t )  =  F s ( t ) )  alter the cantilever 
dynamics. The tip-sample forces can be modeled as a spring-damper system (see Figure 5.1) by sepa­
rating the conservative and dissipative interactions as 
F s ( l { t ) , i ( t ) )  =  -k s ( l ) l ( t )  -  c s ( l ) l ( t ), (5.8) 
where k s  (= — is the force gradient and c s  J accounts for the dissipation induced 
by tip-sample interactions. In such a scenario the changes in the cantilever dynamics can be analyzed 
by linearizing about an equilibrium state (denoted by *) as below 
m5p( t )  +  cSp( t )  +  kôp( t )  =  7]( t )  — c*S l ( t )  -  k*6 l ( t )  (5.9) 
where ôz ( t )  =  z ( t )  — z* ,  5 l ( t )  =  l ( t )  — l* ,  Sp ( t )  =p{ t )—p*  are the deviation variables. Observing 
51 = ôp — ôz from Figure 5.1 it follows that 
môp( t )  +  c e f f 5p ( t )  +  k e f f Sp ( t )  = 77(f) + c*6z ( t )  +  k*5z ( t ) (5.10) 
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where k e g  (=  k  +  k* s )  is the effective spring constant and c e g  (— c  + c*) is the effective damping 
constant. Therefore, the tip-sample interactions have the effect of altering the effective spring and 
damping constant thereby changing the resonant frequency of the cantilever. For small tip-sample 
forces the resonant frequency shift Aujr can be approximated by the relation 
In the above equation the first and second term on the right represent the contributions of the con­
servative and dissipative interactions to the frequency shift. It is therefore possible to separate the 
conservative and dissipative tip-sample interactions from the cantilevers thermal noise response. The 
total frequency change can be estimated from the shift in the peak position and the broadening of the 
peak quantifies dissipative interactions. For large Q and negligible near surface damping, the frequency 
change is primarily due to the conservative forces as shown below 
The effective resonant frequency (= lor + A lor) decreases (increases) when the tip-sample 
interaction force is attractive (repulsive). Thus, by observing the effective resonant frequency the at­
tractive and repulsive regimes of the interaction potential can be differentiated. The information about 
ojR^eff is available in the power spectral density of the thermal noise response as a shift in the peak 
position of the spectral density. In this work this fact is utilized to control the tip-sample separa­
tion by regulating the effective resonant frequency. One essential requirement is that the cantilever 
spring constant be large enough to avoid any jump-to-contact instabilities in the region of operation 
(k + k* > 0 for all /*). 
5.4 Control Scheme: Systems View 
Maintaining a constant tip-sample separation translates into a problem of regulating the effective 
resonant frequency of the cantilever at a desired value as illustrated in the proposed control architecture 
in Figure 5.2. For a high Q cantilever, its thermal noise response as observed in the deflection signal 
is assumed to be a single sinusoid in white noise. The frequency of this sinusoid, corresponding to 
(5.11) 
AU>R SS WR—y. (5.12) 
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Figure 5.2 Systems view of the closed loop. G refers to the cantilever interact­
ing with the sample and consists of the transfer functions Gz(s) and 
Gv(s). Gz(s) accounts for the dependence of the tip-sample separa­
tion I on the sample position z and Gv(s) represents the effect of r] on 
I. M(s) represents the dependence of ojr^ on I. K(s) is the feed­
back control law actuating the z-motion of the sample, via the control 
ou tpu t  u ,  i n  an  e f fo r t  t o  ma in ta in  the  measured  r e sonan t  f r equency  u j m  
at the desired value u>r. nu represents the noise in the frequency esti­
mat ion .  The  e f fec t  o f  the  d r i f t  p rocesses  i s  mode led  a s  a  d i s tu rbance  d  
in the sample position. 
the effective resonant frequency of the cantilever, is estimated by Pisarenko harmonic decomposition 
(PHD) [110]. 
The block G refers to the cantilever interacting with the sample and consists of the transfer functions 
Gz(s) and Grj{s). Gz(s) accounts for the dependence of the tip-sample separation I on the sample 
position z and Gv(s) represents the effect of 77 on I. Expression for these transfer functions can be 
derived by rewriting Equation (5.9) in terms of 51 and 5z as, 
m5l ( t )  +  c e f f 5 l ( t )  +  k e gS l ( t )  =  r j ( t )  +  m5z( t )  +  c5z ( t )  +  k5z ( t ) .  
Taking Laplace transform (assuming 51(0 )  =  5z (Q)  =  0) and rearranging we get 
S l ( s )  =  G z ( s )5z ( s )  +  G v ( s ) r j ( s ) ,  
~ (ms 2  + cs  +  k )  
Z — O . . 1 ? 
msl + ceffS + keff 
Gyy(s) = g J ! 7 '  
ms1 + ceffs + keff 
(5.13) 
(5.14a) 
(5.14b) 
(5.14c) 
M(s)  represents the dependence of tOR<eff on I .  For small variations in I ,  M(s ) can be approximated 
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by a simple gain as 
duJR,eff M(s) = M* - (5.15) 
dl 
K(s ) is the feedback control law actuating the 2;-motion of the sample, via the control output u ,  in 
an effort to maintain the measured resonant frequency u>m at the desired value ur. nu represents the 
noise in the frequency estimation. The effect of the drift processes is modeled as a disturbance d in the 
sample position. 
In order to maintain a constant I the control scheme should be capable of compensating for the 
disturbances d. Additionally, for good resolution the effect of the frequency noise riw on I should be 
minimal. These dependencies can be evaluated from the following closed loop equation 
^ 1 + G,(s)#(s)M(s)^ + 1 + G,(s)#(s)M(s)^ 1 + G;(s)#(s)M(s)^ 6) 
From Equation (5.15) the closed loop response is rewritten as 
Z(a) = S(s)d(s) + T(,)^ + 7^. (5.17) 
where 3(a) = ^ T(s) = ^ the closed loop transfer functions 
from d  to I  and and I ,  respectively. S  is the sensitivity transfer function that needs to be small in the 
frequency band where disturbances are present for good disturbance rejection. T is the complementary 
sensitivity function that needs to be small so as to minimize the effects of noise. Therefore, S is a 
measure of the bandwidth and T is a measure of resolution. Since, 
SW + T(jw)==l, (5.18) 
\T ( ju j )  \  has to be large when |S'(jo.')| is small and vice-versa. Hence, these transfer functions capture 
the classic trade off between bandwidth and resolution. The closed loop bandwidth B is defined as the 
frequency at which |S(ju;)| crosses -3 dB from below. Therefore, the controller K should be designed 
such that 
|^(jw)| < 1, w < wg (5.19a) 
= 1, c0 < wr(« Lob) |7W| (5.19b) 
< 1, UJ > lut 
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where ojb = 2ttB is the upper bound on the bandwidth of d. 
Any other disturbance in the tip-sample forces that has a bandwidth greater than the closed loop 
bandwidth of the system B, will not be acted upon by the controller and will potentially show up as a 
variation in the cantilever's resonance. This is the principle behind the use of this technique to monitor 
variations in tip-sample interaction forces. Therefore, for imaging the controller should be designed 
such that the closed loop bandwidth is intermediate to that of the disturbance and the imaging signal. 
5.5 Sensitivity and Resolution 
5.5.1 Sensitivity 
The sensitivity, measured in terms of minimum detectable frequency change, is limited by the 
frequency noise nu. The two frequency noise sources in this scheme are: (1) thermal fluctuations of 
the cantilever, (2) noise in the deflection sensor. 
For a cantilever in thermal equilibrium the thermal limit for the frequency resolution, in a bandwidth 
B, is given by [111] 
(5-20) 
This represents a lower limit of the frequency noise due to thermal vibrations. Since the thermal 
excitation is the signal source, the absence of cantilever spring constant k and temperature T in 
Equation(5.20) is expected. This makes thermal FM operation possible at room temperature. 
Frequency noise due to the displacement sensor with a noise density pos in a bandwidth B is (see 
[112]) 
»L, = (5.21) 
For displacement sensors, like the shot noise limited photodiode [18] used in this study, pos ~ 
1(T6 Â2/Hz. 
The above two sources of noise provide a lower limit of the frequency noise in this scheme. How­
ever, in practice the frequency estimates have a higher noise density represented by pw. The sensitivity 
in a bandwidth B is then given by 
= 77-^ = \J PujB. (5.22) 
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5.5.2 Vertical Resolution 
The vertical resolution, defined as the smallest change in tip-sample separation that can be resolved, 
is limited by the noise in the tip-sample separation. The two major sources of vertical noise are (1) 
fluctuations in sample position a2 and (2) thermal fluctuations of the cantilever apth. 
The noise in sample position is a consequence of the frequency noise being fed back in the control 
scheme. The transfer function between 5z and from Figure 5.2 is 
fc<»> = -i + o.(%*(.)~W <5'23> 
Equation (5.14a) can therefore be rewritten as 
« < • ' — ( 5 - 2 4 )  
Recognizing = the Power spectral density of 5l(t), when ri^(t) and 77(f) are 
statistically independent, is given by 
^ |T(;w)|" ^ ,(w) + |^(jw)|"f^W. (5.25) 
where and Pr;,,,(cv) are the power spectral densities of nu(t) and 77(f) respectively. 
For a bandwidth B and frequency noise density pu, the vertical noise is 
1 r^B 
°f = (^2) = 2Tr 7 
puis 1 ru>B 
J \T(jw)\ dio + — J |G?,(w)| Pvll(Lû)<ku, (5.26) 
where |G^(w)| % r-, ojb < ur and \T(jco)\ ~ 1, cv < lor. Substituting M(u>) = M* and 
Pm(u) = imuoksT/Q the expression for vertical noise reduces to 
2 POJ D , ^muj0kBT 
-B - n for t-jf ss t (5.27) 
woQ 
This clearly illustrates the trade off between bandwidth and resolution where a smaller B gives better 
sensitivity and resolution. 
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5.6 Thermal FM versus Classical FM 
In classical FM where the amplitudes are large (A % lOnm) changes in the cantilever's resonance 
are due to both the long-range and short-range tip-sample forces. This limits the ability to observe 
localized phenomena on the sample surface. Since the tip-sample forces are highly nonlinear, the 
observed frequency shifts have a complex dependence on the tip-sample forces encountered throughout 
the trajectory of the tip [35, 36], Therefore the interpretation of the data is non-trivial and requires an 
involved deconvolution procedure [37]. Furthermore, larger the amplitude, smaller the frequency shifts 
because the tip interacts with the sample for a smaller fraction of the oscillation period. However, the 
frequency noise decreases with larger amplitudes as nw oc A~2 (see [28]). An optimal signal-to-noise 
(S/N) ratio is reached for rms deflections on the order of the decay lengths of the short-range forces 
[38]. Small amplitudes filter off the long-range contributions to the imaging signal thereby increasing 
the sensitivity to short-range forces. In addition, the interpretation of the observed changes in cantilever 
dynamics is straightforward as seen in Section 5.3. 
The jump-to-contact instability in small amplitude operation necessitates the use of stiff cantilevers. 
Current FM technique based on positive feedback also requires low temperature operation for improved 
S/N ratios by suppressing the thermal vibrations of the cantilever. Thermal FM technique proposed in 
this work uses thermal excitation of the cantilever, thus eliminating the need for positive feedback and 
making the operation possible at ambient temperatures. However, this also results in significant amount 
of frequency noise that restricts the operational bandwidth for a desired sensitivity. 
5.7 Experimental Results 
The thermal noise based non-contact mode operation is demonstrated in a variety of experiments 
few of which are discussed below. The experiments are performed on a Digital Instruments Multimode 
AFM in ambient environment. The signal processing for frequency estimation and the controller are 
implemented on a TMS320C44 digital processing platform. Silicon cantilevers with a nominal Q = 
450, k = 1 N/m and ujr = 350 kHz are used with freshly cleaved HOPG. Since the variance of PHD 
estimates scales with the square of the frequency, the deflection signal was frequency modulated such 
that the frequency of the peak spectral density is around 5 kHz. The frequency estimates are available 
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Figure 5.3 (a) The effect of tip-sample forces on the cantilever's thermal noise re­
sponse. As the tip-sample separation reduces, the peak position shifts 
towards lower frequencies due to the attractive forces, (b) The cor­
responding variation observed in the frequency estimates during ap­
proach and retract phases of a force curve, (c) The variations in de­
flection show no indication of any attractive forces, (d) Calculated 
deflection pca;c = ^ J Audi (see Equation (5.12)) for the frequency 
changes observed in (b). The maximum calculated deflection of 4 pm 
is much smaller than the deflection sensitivity of the instrument at low 
bandwidths. The noise in the deflection signal at such low bandwidths 
is » 1 Â. 
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at a bandwidth of 265 Hz with a noise density pu % 600 Hz2/Hz. The observed noise in deflection 
sensor is PDS — 10-6 Hz2/Hz. For these experimental parameters the total theoretical lower limit for 
the frequency noise calculated from Equations (5.20) and (5.21) is about 400 Hz2/Hz. The observed 
frequency noise is significantly higher due to the algorithmic deficiencies in implementation that can 
be significantly improved in future. 
Figure 5.3(a) shows the observed changes in the thermal noise response of the cantilever as it 
interacts with the sample. In Figure 5.3(b) the variation in the estimated cantilever's resonant frequency 
as a function of tip-sample separation during approach and retraction is shown. It is seen that the 
resonant frequency decreases due to the long-range attractive tip-sample interactions. The strength of 
these attractive forces increases with a decreasing tip-sample separation. However, a similar effect is 
not observed in the deflection as the maximum observable deflection (see Figure 5.3(c)) estimated to be 
approximately 4 pm is much smaller than the deflection sensitivity of the instrument at low bandwidths. 
5.7.1 Non-contact Mode Operation 
The following experiment demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed method to control the tip-
sample separation. In this experiment the control scheme is made to track a step change in the reference 
frequency. The cantilever resonant frequency estimates, control signal and deflections are shown in Fig­
ures 5.4(a), 5.4(b) and 5.4(c), respectively. In the initial stages of the control, the tip is not interacting 
with the sample and the measured resonance is 353.6 kHz (see Figure 5.4(a)), which is the free resonant 
frequency of the cantilever. The controller, therefore, acts to move the sample towards the tip as seen in 
Figure 5.4(b). Once the desired tip-sample separation is achieved, indicated by the resonant frequency 
being close to the reference, the control action counteracts the drift in the instrument. At approximately 
1600 s into the experiment the step change in the reference is introduced and the controller is able to 
track this change. As the reference is reduced, implying a smaller desired tip-sample separation, the 
controller moves the sample towards the tip and is seen as a small "spike" in Figure 5.4(d) at 1600 s. 
This control action results in a reduction in tip-sample separation from about 7.1 nm to 6.3 nm as seen 
in Figure 5.4(e). The new reference is reached in less than 1 s. As reasoned earlier, the variations in 
deflection in Figure 5.4(c) can be attributed to the drift as the tip-sample forces are too small to induce 
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Figure 5.4 Time histories of (a) estimated frequency (b) control effort and (c) deflection while tracking a step change in reference frequency 
in non-contact mode. Successful tracking of the step in reference at 1600 s is seen in (a). Inset in (a) shows the shift in the 
peak positions of the spectra before and after the step change. Control effort in (b) indicates a significant amount of drift that is 
effectively compensated by the controller. The variations in deflection observed in (c) are attributed to the drift in the deflection 
sensor or thermal bending of the cantilever. The response of the closed loop to the step change as seen in (d) control effort and 
(e) tip-sample separation, (f) Assuming the effects of drift are negligible in a small time window, the tip-sample separation is 
estimated to be 6.3 nm. The tip-sample contact is used as a 0 nm reference. 
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any perceivable change in the deflection. As seen in the control signal and the cantilever deflection, the 
instrument is afflicted with significant drift at room temperatures. This makes non-contact mode oper­
ation for long time periods virtually impossible in static mode. Figure 5.4(f) shows that the tip-sample 
distance of about 6.3 nm is maintained for over 30 mins until the experiment was terminated. 
It is interesting to note that a separation of 6.3 nm doesn't agree with the corresponding separation 
for a resonant frequency of 352.7 kHz in Figure 5.3(b). This discrepancy can be attributed to the 
changes in the tip-sample interactions due to the adsorption of moisture and other adsorbates in ambient 
air on the sample surface during the long time duration (> 1 hour) of the experiment. Therefore, a more 
accurate description of tip-sample interactions will be given by the resonant frequency dependence 
immediately after the experiment. Figure 5.5 shows the current state of the tip-sample interactions and 
it can be seen that a resonant frequency of 352.7 kHz does indeed correspond to a tip-sample separation 
of about 6.3 nm. Therefore, it is more accurate to refer to the surface contamination as the sample and 
the true tip-sample separation can be estimated by fitting a van der Waals type force to the observed 
force dependence on the tip-sample separation. 
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Figure 5.5 (a) Updated dependence of the resonant frequency on the tip-sample 
separation (b) Calculated cantilever deflections before and after the 
experiment are shown as circles. A van der Waals type force fit to 
the deflections is shown as solid lines. The fits estimate a thickness 
of the surface contamination to be Zq ~ 1.6 nm at the beginning of 
the experiment. The thickness of this layer increases to lo ~ 4.9 nm 
by the end of the hour long experiment. Therefore the true tip-sample 
separation is I' » 1.4 nm throughout the experiment. 
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For a sphere plane geometry, the dependence of van der Waals forces on the separation I' is well 
approximated by 
Fvdw oc V 2 ( i i \ R y i  for l> < -R' (5-28) 
where R is the tip radius. I' is the true tip-sample separation between the tip and the contaminants on 
HOPG surface such that I' = I — Iq, where I is the separation between the tip and HOPG surface, and 
lo is the thickness of the surface contamination. For the quasi-static experiments FVfiw = keffPcalc 
where keff % k because Aujr « u>r. Consequently, pcaic will have the same dependence on I' as 
FvdW• Figure 5.5(b) shows van der Waals force fits to the deflections calculated from the observed 
resonant frequency versus separation before (Figure 5.3(b)) and after (Figure 5.5(a)) the experiment. 
With a tip-radius of 10 nm the contaminant layer thickness Iq is estimated at 1.6 nm and 4.9 nm before 
and after the experiment respectively. The values of Iq are fairly insensitive to the magnitude of R. 
This yields a true tip-sample separation I' » 1.4 nm throughout the experiment. In addition, a change 
of 0.8 nm in the tip-sample separation (see Figure 5.4(e)) induced by a step change in the reference 
correlates well with the change required for a reduction in the resonance from 353.2 kHz to 352.7 kHz 
in Figure 5.5(a). 
5.7.2 Non-contact Mode Imaging 
Figure 5.6 demonstrates the non-contact imaging capability of this method. In this experiment the 
force gradient is modulated by moving the sample in a sinusoidal manner while the tip-sample sepa­
ration in being maintained. The resonant frequency of the cantilever in Figure 5.6(a) during control is 
lower than its free resonance signifying non-contact mode of operation. The drift compensation seen 
in Figure 5.6(b) indicates that a separation of 4.2 nm (see Figure 5.6(c)), between the tip and HOPG 
surface, is maintained for the duration of the experiment (30 mins). During control the sample position 
is modulated by a 0.125 - 2 Â, 250 Hz sine wave such that the modulation frequency is greater than 
the closed-loop bandwidth (1.4 Hz as seen later) and hence will not be acted upon by the controller. 
This results in a modulation of the tip-sample separation and consequently the cantilever's resonance 
modulates at 250 Hz for modulation amplitudes as small as 0.25 Â as seen in Figure 5.6(d). No sig­
nature of this modulation is seen in the deflection signal (see Figure 5.6(e)) until the modulations are 
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Figure 5.6 (a) Cantilever's natural resonance is at 353.6 kHz. A lower resonant frequency (353.1 kHz) during control indicates non-contact 
mode operation, (b) The tip is maintained at a separation of 4.2 nm from the sample for 30 mins. (c) Drift compensation by the 
controller, (d) Power spectral density plots of the resonant frequency estimates. A modulation of the resonant frequency at 250 
Hz is observed for tip-sample separation modulation amplitudes as small as 0.25 Â. (e) Power spectral density plot of cantilever 
deflection. No modulation in the deflection is observed until the signal amplitude is 1 Â. 
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as large as 1 À. Therefore, the resolution of resonance frequency is 4 times that of the deflection. It 
should however be noted that the imaging signal was detected in the deflection measurements because 
the thermal non-contact mode is able to eliminate the drift and maintain a constant tip-sample separa­
tion. In static mode operation this would be virtually impossible at ambient temperatures. Furthermore, 
for imaging signals with a lower bandwidth 1/f noise will deteriorate the resolution of the deflection 
measurements. 
5.7.3 Bandwidth, Sensitivity and Resolution 
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Figure 5.7 (a) M* = evaluated by estimating the magnitude of the signal at 
250 Hz in Figure 5.6(e) for various modulation amplitudes, (b) Can­
tilever parameter estimation by fitting the response of a simple damped 
harmonic oscillator (SDHO) with deflection measurement noise to the 
thermal noise response of the cantilever. The fit shown in the plot 
yields a SDHO with k « 1 N/m, Q % 437 and ur % 353.6 kHz. 
The dependence of on I represented by M* can be determined by estimating the frequency 
change as the area under the peak of the spectral densities in Figure 5.6(e). The estimates of M* 
are plotted in Figure 5.7(a). A nominal value of M* = 1000 Hz/nm corresponding to the smallest 
detectable imaging signal is used to estimate the performance limits. The cantilever properties are 
estimated by fitting the response of a single damped harmonic oscillator (SDHO) with sensor noise 
to the thermal noise response of the cantilever as shown in Figure 5.7(b). The values of k = 1 N/m, 
Q = 437 and ujq % ljr = 2.222 x 103 rad/s (353.6 kHz) are used to evaluate the closed loop transfer 
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functions shown in Figure 5.8. The closed loop bandwidth is estimated to be B  = 1.4 Hz. Therefore, 
the sensitivity of the control loop is « 29 Hz and the resolution is u; « 29 pm. 
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Figure 5.8 (a) Bode plots of the closed loop transfer functions S ( j u )  and T ( j u i ) .  
(b) Closed loop bandwidth (defined as the frequency at which |S(ju;)| 
crosses -3 dB from below) is estimated to be B % 1.4 nm. 
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In Section 5.7.2 the imaging signal has a frequency of 250 Hz, but the bandwidth of the signal 
is 0.4 Hz (peak width in Figure 5.6(a)). In such a narrowband imaging scenario the sensitivity and 
resolution are 15.5 Hz and 15.5 pm. Therefore, a signal with an amplitude of 0.125 Â (17.7 pm rms) 
that is marginally greater than the vertical resolution is not detected. The magnitude of changes in 
the tip-sample force due to the 0.25 Â (AI = 50 pm) signal that results in a frequency variation of 
Auj (= M*Al) — 50 Hz is AFs = ^AuiAl % 14 fN. Similarly for the 1 Â signal (M* = 1640 
Hz/nm) the force variation is 371 fN. Therefore, the frequency measurements are 25 times as sensitive 
as the deflection measurements. 
5.8 Concluding Remarks 
A new thermal non-contact mode of operation of AFM based on the thermal noise response of the 
cantilever is demonstrated. In this approach, cantilever's thermal noise response is used to estimate 
the changes in its resonant frequency that are fed back for maintaining the tip-sample separation. This 
method enables an extremely powerful small non-contact imaging technique in FM mode at room 
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temperatures. Tip-sample separations as small as 1.4 nm for periods extending over 30 min have been 
achieved. A force sensitivity of 14 fN in a bandwidth of 0.4 Hz is observed. Imaging of a 250 Hz 
narrowband signal is demonstrated in experiments performed in ambient room conditions. 
In its current state, thermal non-contact AFM is severely limited in bandwidth because of significant 
amount of noise in the experimental setup. Better design of the instrument and controlled conditions 
along with advanced frequency estimation algorithms [113] hold the promise of enhanced performance 
of this technology. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Micro-cantilever based scanning probe technology has significantly enhanced the experimental ca­
pability to probe and modify matter at the nanoscale. However, it is still severely limited in achieving 
the bandwidths, sensitivity and resolution necessary for Nanotechnology. This thesis takes a comple­
mentary approach involving theoretical investigations and experimental advances to study the effects 
of the tip-sample forces in an AFM on the sample deformation and cantilever dynamics. 
Atomistic processes involved in nanomodification of materials are inaccessible to experimental 
observation and theoretical methods provide a convenient way to study them. Molecular dynamics 
simulations are used to study the mechanics of plastic deformation and defect formation during nanoin-
dentation of crystalline silicon and gold. A new approach based on a local strain diagnostic is presented 
to identify plastic rearrangements in silicon. During indentation, both the substrates show an elastic 
response indicated by a build up of von Mises stress which is relieved via a plastic deformation after 
a critical value is reached. However, the nature of deformation is very different. Silicon undergoes 
amorphization via a densification transformation by the formation of interstitials. In gold a pyramid 
shaped defect is formed that agrees with experimental observations. A three step mechanism for the 
defect formation is proposed that involves the nucleation, glide and reaction of dislocations. Permanent 
deformation in gold is a result of the formation of dislocation locks that require large unlocking forces. 
Experimentally observed defect structures, force curve hysteresis and strain hardening are shown to be 
a consequence of atomic scale processes. 
A new thermal non-contact mode of AFM operation based on the thermal noise response of the 
cantilever is demonstrated. The separation dependent tip-sample interactions change the resonant fre­
quency of the cantilever. This fact is used to maintain a constant tip-sample separation by the feed­
back of the resonant frequency. In this frequency modulation technique the cantilever's thermal noise 
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response is used to estimate the changes in the resonance. This eliminates the need for a positive feed­
back and allows for the operation at room temperatures without externally exciting the cantilever. In 
the experiments performed in ambient room conditions, tip-sample separations as small as 1.5 nm are 
achieved for time periods in excess of 30 mins. At such small separations a narrowband signal at 250 
Hz is imaged with a force sensitivity of 14 fN in a bandwidth of 0.4 Hz. Therefore this technique is 
particularly suited for studying highly localized slowly evolving atomic or molecular scale phenomena 
at ambient temperatures. 
In its current state thermal non-contact AFM is severely limited in bandwidth due to a large vari­
ance in the frequency estimates. To improve the bandwidth, sensitivity and resolution, better frequency 
estimation methodologies need to be explored [113]. Recursive algorithms lend themselves naturally to 
applications dealing with frequency tracking. The Kalman filter is one such powerful adaptive method 
that has been used for frequency estimation elsewhere [114, 115]. Recently, a recursive Pisarenko 
harmonic decomposition (PHD) algorithm for single-tone frequency tracking has been shown to per­
form better than the ordinary PHD [116]. One ideal application of thermal non-contact mode AFM is 
in studying biomolecular interactions that have large time scales on the order of a few milliseconds. 
Since such studies are almost always in liquid where the cantilever damping is severe, the advanced 
frequency estimation methods will be especially useful. In this small amplitude technique extremely 
stiff cantilevers are mandated to explore the complete tip-sample interaction potential. However, stiffer 
cantilevers have smaller thermal fluctuations that would require ultra low noise displacement sensors. 
Alternatively white noise driven cantilevers [117] can be used. Another interesting alternative is to use 
cantilever suspended perpendicular to the sample surface like a pendulum [118]. In this configuration 
extremely soft cantilevers can be used without any jump-to-contact instability. 
The theoretical investigations in this thesis demonstrate their relevance in gaining insights into the 
experimentally observed phenomena in material deformation. Advances in computational software and 
hardware are making the study of large scale systems manageable. At the same time new experimental 
techniques in SPM are demonstrating the ability to probe and manipulate extremely small regions of 
matter. The narrowing gap between the length scales being investigated by computer simulations and 
laboratory experiments makes a complementary approach an ideal one. 
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